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THE LAND OF GREEKS 
100 
'rifE GLORY OF GR~£CE IS NOT DEAD 
I lived in a 1 easant home. Look into ~=~~=~~~~==~~~~~~ 
the faces of my haste se and tell me that 
those happy, hectic days at Delphi were in 
vain! vVh re the racle had uttered am- .--r---
biguities. the living folk were positive in 
their {ri ndline ( ee Color Plate X ). 
It is this fricndlines which remain a· 
my most vivid imprcs ion of Greece. I 
know th curiosity, the familiarity, th in-
istencc of the reek. hundred times 
I have inwardly fumed at seemingly sen e-
le s irritations: but from the r turned 
Greek- merican to the upcountry peas-
ants or Vlach shepherd , who know n 
other land, the living re idents give the 
Greece of to-day such appeal for the 
modern gue t a cia sic re ce had for 
the cholar. 
The glory of Greece has not departed. 
No child of H lla is called lchabod. n 
motor r ad and mountain trail even the 
hurried traveler till senses that Bella 
is a land s t apart, that something blessed 
still permeates the atmosphere of tbi 
rocky little land who e life to-day, a 
yesterday, is so intimately connected with 
our own. 
''''''" Cu/lowa)' Pltoto Soh Toed Kleker• But Sharp Bayonet. 
Cuard at Palace, Athen•, Creece, 
THE 
!: i 
~ 
,I 
I' ~====--A-
L 
GREEK PEOPLE IN AMERICA 
PART I 
CHAPTER I 
CHARACTERISTICS AND THE ORIGIN OF GREEKS 
Somatic Characteristics 
!I i; 
II II p 
1\ 
1: 
ji 
II 
'I 
1: 
1\ 
The Greek people do not belong to any single tribe or race;:, 
and therefore have different somatic characteristics. A view, II 
recently put :forward is that an early dark-haired Medi terranea.n:l 
1 'I 
race occupied the islands and the coast o:f Greece. Judging ~~~ 
from their language, the Greeks belong to a branch of .Aryan II 
stock, called Indo-European. They seem to have come from Asia i\ 
Minor and North A:frica and to have assimilated with other 11 
tribes already found in Greece at the time of their arrival. Inil I 
Mani, the central peninsula of Peloponnesus, the purest des-
i' 
i! cendants of Dorian Greeks are found, the dominant type being 
L 
I• 
I, 
,, 
II 
'I j, 
\I 
il 
1: 
II 
II 
!I 
II 
!' 
I' 
[j 
II 
i 
the Alpine. In Crete, the people are tall and to a consider-
able proportion blonde. In other islands people are shorter 
and brunette. The proportion of the brunette type increases 
from north to south on the peninsula. The statures of Greek 
people are shorter than those of the venetians, and less purely 
2 
brachycephalic than the people in western Europe. Thus, the 
Greeks, although predominantly of the last mentioned type, have 
suf:fered many blood admixtures. However, the racial character-
istics, as eagerness ~or liberty, courage, national pride, in-
SIDith History of Greece p.l3-14 
Dixon Racial History of Man p.94-96 
.:. .... 
2 ! 
/. ===~=============================--1~-~.,-"'"'''''""""'·""''"~ 
' tellectual self-restrain, and creative genius still ~ive~ Two !, 
quotations which ~ollow, may indicate the relation of modern !: t! 
I! 
Greeks to their ancestors. T. D. Seymour, comments on the ques~ 
!I 2 I 
tion as follows: "Living in the midst of the same occupations> 
I' 
the Greeks have retained many of the :peculiar! ties of their an-/; 
cestors. The foreign blood, which runs in their veins, has il 
i been thoroughly assimilated." Charles Williams in Fortnightly '' 
Review, 67:959, on the other hand, states: "I am unable, ~or 
if 
II 
I' one, to accept the theory that the modern Greeks are in any real 
!i sense either the true representatives of the ancient Greek 
or the repository of its tradition." 
race~ 
There has been some discussion as to whether the modern 
1: 
li 
p 
i 
i! 
II ,, 
Greeks are the true descendants of the ancient Greeks, in re- I! 
gard to Professor Thumb's experiment. He measured some modern 
Greek skulls and other skulls of Slavic people to compare them 
with the measurements of ancient Greek skulls. His investiga- ~; 
il tion revealed the fact that in contrast to ancient Greek skulls~-
which measured 28% dolichoce!Jha.lic, 52% mesoce!Jha.lic and 20% II 
brachycephalic, the modern Greek skulls showed a difference of i! 
)I 17%, 33% and 50~ respectively, while the Slavic skulls showed 
3%, 25% and 72%. The ancient Hellenes were partly dark and 
partly fair in com:pleXion because the race was a mixture of a I 
1: Germanic and a dark Mediterranean tribe. I' As the dark complexion 
li is dominant many Greeks have become dark through the course of I 
I 
:I time. "The Greeks have mixed with foreign elements like all na-> 
tiona which have a history, but they possessed and possess such 
- ·- =============-~=-=---,~- ---=··· 1. Stobart, The Glory that was Greece p.S 
2. Scribner's 4:46 
3 
-- - -""~~=··c=c'-···--···- ---- -----=~=~~-~==~==,==~===,===~==·- . -;f'-"'! ·''"': 
a wonderful intensive and extensive elasticity, that in spite !! 
of the most contrary fate, they were able to absorb foreign cul~ 
I' 
ture and foreign races without having their nationality or na- I 
tional characteristics extinguished. r? I 
I As it has been shown above, there were reces--not one sin- 1 
gle race in ancient Greece. In the light of the present pheno- I 
menal characteristics o~ Greek people, I am inclined to agree I 
with Seymour. I 
The Origin of the Greeks 
I The Greek people have a continuous history of three or to~ 
,, 
thousand years. The land which is called "Hellas", was inhabi- 11 
ted, about two thousand years B. c., by a savage race called 1
1 rf'EA.A.o ~" or " zfA.A.o' ". This tribe, originally inhabiting a small! 
II ii country in Epeiros, came down to Greece and spread over the lana./, 
1: conquering the other tribes. From the above na me, lf'EA.A.o t" or il 
il " ~~A.0.o l n, the land was called Hell as and the inhabitants of 1 t, 1 
ii Hellenes, which is the official name of the Greeks. These two lj 
tribes, the Pelasgians and the Sellians, are generally believed 
·: 
to be the ancestors of the Greek people. The history of the 
Greeks, however, is all a matter of tradition, since narration ~~ 
was the only means of transmitting the culture at those early 
II 
the accuracy o~ 11 
1
i years, consequently, there is some doubt as to 
i 2 
'I argues, the Pelasgians \1 
were not a distinct race which once overspread Greece, but "were:~ 
these belie~s. Furthermore, as Smith 
some of them, earlier Greek settlers, whose dialect varied a 
1. Professor Thumb in Ahepa Maga zine, Feb. 1932 
2. "The History of Greece", P• 13 
il 
il 
'I I~ 
!I 
=J:==..."=====~~-- ·=~===' 
! ,i 4 il jl 
' ll 1'"-~,~~~~l- good deal from that of the later Greeks, and some of them, ======~-=============== ========,;,_:.c-=" .. ,._--,~--'-~''""=''" ! 
!' 
l,l (were) alien races." 
These early settlers of Greece, wanting to assume power 
I for seLf-protection against other tribes from northern and 
western Europe, organized themselves under the leadership of 
i 
d 
their strongest men, (the f'irst one called "Hellenastt), and, 
1
1 up to the historic age of' Pericles and J?hilippus of :Macedonia, 
I 
II 
li 
II ) 
I 
I 
tried to keep their Greek blood pure. Later, however, evi-
dently other people, as the Romans, the Venetians, the Egyp-
tians and the Turks, alternately remain, for a while, in Greec~. 
In the light of these f'acts, one may assume that the present 
Greeks may not have the pure blood of' the Pelasgians or the 
Sellians, in the same sense that no other people have a pure 
h 
tj ;: 
1: 
1: 
r: 
1: 
li 
rl 
•I 
li 
racial strain. It is obvious, nevertheless, that due to the j 
i\ higher civilization of the Hellenes, with their inspiring myth~~ 
\i 
ology and invigorating traditions, any race or individual who I; 
rl I; lived in that part of the world or somehow came into this groui), 
was proud to carry the name of "Hellenes" and to 
with the ideals and beliefs of the group. These 
:i 
merge his own il 
I' 
I• 
people, later I; 
1i 
I' 
migrating to other parts of the world known at that time, as ,r I' 
Asia Minor and lands on the coast of the Ionian and Black I· Seas,:: 
I 
II 11 always kept their identity, always carried the name HELLENES 
i 
I with them, and always named their new possessions nHELLAS", 
I thus extending the boundaries of ancient Greece. The American 
II 
,j 
I! 
rl 
Greeks, then, although coming f'rom different countries in Asia 
Minor and Europe, belong to a common stock; yet they vary in 
-•~oc==~=====~----
11 
II 
·==========================,.,=~---=--= 
rl 
I, 
-o~·=·=-==="':H'."'=,,=,,=----­
" 
5 
il f, 
li 
!t 
culture according to the place they happened to be born. 
.! 
~I 
ll 
.I 
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''THE GLORY THAT WAS GREECE'' 
BY ALEXANDER WILBOURNE WEDDELL 
FoRMF:RLY AMERICAN CoNSUL GENERAL A'l' A1HENS 
ATER some six years spent in Greece, after learning to love that land of "cloudless climes and starry 
skies" with something of the affection 
which I feel for my own country, I am 
fain to try to convey to those who may 
read these pages some of the enthusiasm 
and interest and affection for that soil 
which life there kindles. 
In attempting this I am following a 
weJI-worn path, for the compelling charm 
of Bellas has been the theme of poets, 
philosophers, artists, historians, and trav-
elers from the earliest days. Foremost 
among travelers must he named Pau-
sanias, the Baedeker of the second cen-
tury after Christ, whose minute work is 
a basis on which our archeologists com-
mence to build to their sometimes startling 
conclusions. Since his time, save for that 
long period foilowing the reign of Jus-
tinian at Constantinople, when a veil seems 
drawn over the Balkan Peninsula, through 
wl'tich invasions, internecine strife, mas-
sacres, and cruelties are dimly felt and 
seen, there have not lacked men of the 
stamp of Pausanias to penetrate the 
country and leave their impressions. 
In those days such voyages required 
strength, fortitude, and courage of the 
highest order. How ditierent, how very 
d1fferent, from the luxury now surround-
ing a vo)·age to Greece ! 
APPROACIII"'G ATTICA BY Sf;A 
Fate. working through my Government, 
decided me to go by water. Three days 
over summer seas from Sicily, three nights 
under starry skies, a fairy glimpse of 
Cerigo,-the Cythera of the poets, near to 
which Venus rose from the sea-then a 
long line of low-lying islands echeloned 
toward the coast, and there lay before my 
eyes the Plain of Attica, surrounded by 
hills, with "Athens, the eye of Greece," 
as its center (see map, page 574). 
To every one sensitive to historical sug-
gestion, to every one to whom beauty 
makes the supreme appeal, the first sight 
of this immortal city becomes the moment 
of a lifetime. 
To the right rose Hymettus, famed 
now, as in ancient days, for the honey 
which the bees rifle from its flowers; to 
the left, and nearer, the island of Salamis, 
with its deathless memories; a bowshot 
away, Psyttalia, where Aristides and his 
band cut down the flower of Persian 
chivalry, after the naval battle of Salamis; 
still farther to the left, the ranges of 
Parnes, extending in a fuJI, voluptuous 
curve toward the east. 
·Sweepii1g this panorama with powerful 
glasses, the city revealed itself more 
clearly, wearing "like a garment the beauty 
of the morning," and, outtopping all, the 
Acropolis, with the Parthenon as its 
diadem. 
In its still beauty, its majesty and its 
tenderness, the scene had a vague unreal-
ity. I thought of the spirit hand "clothed 
in white samite, mystic, wonderful," which 
rose from the lake in the poet's vision and 
sank again. 
'l'IIE AREA OF l\IODERN GREECE APPROXIMATES 'l'HA'l' OF NEW YORK STATE 
==== 
I 
I 
r .. ·-In the centenary year of its independence, Greece has a population exceeding six millions, 
with nearly one-sixth of that number concentrated in the capital city of Athens and its environs.----- J 
The inset, showing one of the Centenary postage stamps (actual size), illustrates the territorial 
expansion of the nation since its independence was established. 
·-----------~·---- -----~--
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CHAPTER II 
') ! I THE BACKGROUND OF GREEKS 
Social Heritage I 
It is quite natural for a people to be proud of its origin; 
the germ of Nationalism whose intensity and strength II this is 
'I 
The (! 
i[ 
partly depends upon the common traditions of the group. 
Greeks, with wonderful traditions and inspiring history, are I 
apt to be willing to consider themselves different from the 
rest of the people~ The ancient unsurpassed philosophers, as 
Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle; the conquests of a few Greeks 
in the wars with Persians; the brave sayings of Leonidas in 
Thermopylae; the writings of Homer and the songs of Sappho; an~ 
even the last wars of a few Greeks for their independence a- I 
gainst the Turkish Empire are a few Greek achievements which II 
make these people proud of their origin. This pride has ex-
I 
pressed itself in many different circumstances, again and again~ 
in spite of the difficulties under which the Greeks have lived.l 
They have shown their intellectual keeness in Venizelos, a re- ) 
cognized leading statesman in the Balkans; in George Dilboy, 1\ 
II the hero in the world war; and in the person of a crippled. i! 
1 II Greek, making the round of the world on crutches. The univer- 1\ 
sally accepted contribution of ancient Greeks to modern civili_\\ 
p 
ll zation, in general, (see p.7), is a kind of social heritage to .I 
1\ 
modern Greeks, and gives them a sense of proudness o~ their 
I origin as Hellenes. 
li 
ll 
1'. 
l 
' 
I 
' 1. Atlantis daily. 
I[ 
\! ---------~ --------: 
I' 
ll d 
i! 
tl i; 
7 
THE PRINCIPALS OF "PROMETHEUS BOUND" 
Power and Force hold Pr metheus, whom bare-armed 1 Tephaestus is about to chain to the rock. 
The Aeschylan tragedy shows the hero protesting against the injustice f capricious gods. 
,eogmphlc iety Natural-Color Photographs by Maynard Owen Williams 
HOW SIIICLO Al\"D SWORD WERE USED IN THE DAYS OF ALEXA 'DER 
Gladiatorial combats, peculiar to Rome, were never held at Delphi, home of the Pylhian games, 
where these modern 1\tacedonians staged this battle scene. 
e 
!i 
!I 
i' 
!I I' 
11 
:I 
:l 
,j 
!j 
II 
![ 
1\ 
II 
I 
I 
!I ,, 
il 
:I ii II 
II 
'I 
:I 
II 
!\ 
ji 
·I !, 
II 
I! 
1\ 
'I 
II il 
lj 
!I 
!I 
il 
il 
ii 
ll 
The high civilization of ancient Greeks, {not being for-
eign) to modern Greeks, had a double effect upon their beha- I! 
I 
vior. On one hand, they remained conservative in their ideals 
and beliefs, while on the other hand, due to their discontent 
from the present orders, they developed an opposing attitude. 
Due to the fact that Socrates taught of an unknown God, five 
centuries before He was discovered to be Jehova, to the fact 
that christian! ty was first taught in the Greek language and 
ll 
i 
I 
I 
spread :first through Greece, the Greek people became conserva- 1 
tive in religion. They became religious people, because reli- i 
gion was another banner under which Greeks were united to :figh~~ 
:for their independence. The religious leaders, at one time, 
! 
were also the politicians, teaching the Greek Orthodox dogma I 
i 
and liberty with equal zest. They advocated the revolution of 1 
li 
1821, and Bishop Germanos raised the flag of independence, be- I! 
cause~ Christian! ty could not exist under the heavy yoke of de- )II 
pendence. Thus, Greek Nationalism and Greek Orthodox religion \1 
II 
coincided in the minds of the average Greeks. These two ele- j1 
menta were interdependent for their existence. 
I 
"It will never pass into nothingness, but still will keep 11 
I bower quiet for us, and a sleep full of sweet dreams, and health and quiet breathing." 1 
Keats. 
Economic Conditions in Greece 
Greece, after eight years of persistent fight against the 
I 
il 
lj li Turkish Empire which was the dread of all )3al.kan nations at 
il 
------;-:-:.;;__:;:~::.·:::::-:.--.-: ·.=-;;.--.--:.~~-:"tt---:::=-=::..--:· -·-
1. Keats in Stobart "The Glory that was u.reece" p.3 
9 
that time, became free in 1828. But she passed now under the 
control of the benign Powers of Europe, which sent her a tact-
less boy king, Otho, who retarded for forty years, the progres~ 
of the kingdom. This fact aroused the discontent of the peo- jJ 
ple and developed a tendency to :frequent political changes, 11 
which was another retarding factor in the social and economic jl 
development of the country. It took decades of years to build :I ii 
up the country, which was utterly despoiled by the ravages of )I 
\! 
In addi- I' 
tion to the above retarding :factors, another natural handicap 11 
Turks, before and during the war for independence. 
of the land must be added to complete the picture of backward-1
1 II 
ness. li II 
!\ 
Looking at the map of Greece, one is inclined to think of \1 
the wonderful location of the country. Indeed, Hellas is with~ 
li I, 
in a sub-tropical invigorating and mild climate, as a result [I 
iJ 
'I I, 
1 of which, in ancient time the most active civilization was 
I' 
II found there. The rainfall, however, is scarce, and in many 
!I districts, mosquitoes are found; in such districts malaria is il 
II 
II 
a predominant disease. The country, as a whole, is very moun- 11 
tainous, broken up in small districts by these mountains, and I 
communication between these isolated cities and villages is 
costly. As a result of these phenomena, the people remained 
isolated and their social development was retarded until re-
cently, when railroads were built and other more effective 
'I 
J· J 
II 
I! 
!I ,, 
I 
I' 
II The in- J'i 
terchange of social ideals and other social forces were handi- i\ 
means of communication thru water, were established. 
:I 
li 
!.'. 
(~ 
10 
capped for many years, and are still not very easily achieved. 
'\... • l ~ 
The Greeks, however, were spread along the seashores of Asia 
Minor and Constantinople, where economic conditions have been 
always more favorable than in Greece proper. In the coast of 
Asia. Minor, the Greeks were mostly engaged in commerce, and as II 
il 
the original inhabitants of those seaports were at a low cul- 11 
I 
tural level, the Greeks were the leaders in business and pro- !i 
Jl 
greased repidly in social life. li 
I ~;j 
Vocationally, Greece is nov1 changing from an agricultural i! 
I ~ 
1: 
to that e£ a commercial country. For many years, over 75~ of li 
li the Greeks were engaged in agriculture, but at present, this 
percentage is declining, as industries and commerce develop. 
This development, however, is very slow and depends upon im-
portation of raw materials, such as iron and coal, because 
Greece lacks these natural resources which are essential for 
II 
I! 
II li 
li 
I• !I !) 
li 
the establishment of the industry. Thus, in spite of the fact !i 
that the percentage of people engaged in cu.l ti vat ion is declin~! 
ing, Greece remains of necessity, an agricultural country, and !I 
it is believed that at the completion of the :present drainage II 
II works, there wiJ.l be enough land :for cultivation, to support ~ 
II the :population of the country. The land masses and the means !i 
I' o:f cultivation in agricultural. districts :from vbere the Greeks jl 
I 
in .America. have come, were scarce. The :pe o:ple on the mountain !I 
1! slopes were engaged in raising flocks of sheep and goats, (see :,:/ .. 
il : 1~ :P .11) while in the sheltered valleys and on the fertile uplands) 
II they raise agricultural products, where there are sui table 
;[ \1 
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A MACEDONIAN SITEPITERD Rl~'l'URNS TO 'rH.E PLAINS 
Down from the cold northern border mountains strides the shepherd at the head of his 
flock. Of 15,000 pastornl nomad families in Greece, 6,ooo are Sarakatsans, 3,500 Kutzo- lachs, 
4,500 Greek peasants, and a few Albanians. Refugee farmers arc cultivating former pasture 
lands, but the nomad is still an important factor in the economic life of Greece. 
12 
fields, and the vine, the olive tree and the wheat ~lant have 
always flourished. Agriculture is still carried on by crude 
methods, such as the use of wooden plows and horses or oxen. 
Machinery is very scarce, and the return from the land is very 
low, which in turn, lowers the standard of living of the inha-
bitants. The living conditions in cities are in direct con-
I trast with those in villages, but the investigation of the ci ty
1
'! 
,I 
life is beyond the scope of this thesis, as 1 t is irrelevant to!! 
·I 
' 
I, 
the Greeks in .America. 11 
,, 
!I 
Soci aJ. Life ll 
I' Outside of Athens and some other big cities, as Sa.loniki, \\ 
Piraeus, Sparta, etc., Greece is made up of villages, and the li 
I 
Greeks live mostly an outdoor life. In the summer time, very j 
often one may find a number of peo~le sleeping in cottages 
built around the corn fields, or in private places in corners 
of their gardens or yards. The students of an American insti-
tution in Saloniki in 1926 and 1927, were sleeping in the yard 
of the school around the ditches of.flowers. The villagers, 
during the summer, work in their small gardens and fields with 
!I their children and their animals. They love the mild cJ.imate 
II 
il 
II 
II 
and the bright sunshine of their country, and enjoy the sunset 
and the moon in the clear Sky (see p. 13). Each village has 
;; 
ii 
!I 
I', 
II 
il 
i' 
il one or more churches II and the ~eople attend them on Sundays, re-)! 
church on SUndays or on Holidays, they go \I 
I! 
i) gu1e. rly. .A:rter the 
!Jin groups of two or three families in their gardens, or in some j! 
i! other distinctly cool places, where in the shadow of a. waving il 
· -·-·~·=·=~~-~~~·lr~···=·----·- · ·=·==·- ··- - jf·=="'====·="=· 
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tree, they have a kind of good time with music and national 
dances as Kalamatianos, Sirtos, etc.,(see p.l5). European ball7 
I, 
room dances were known in the village by the latter part of the[! 
19th century but are condemned in most of them, at present. The! 
family ideal and tradition interwoven with religious beliefs 
are too high to permit a father to see his daughter thrown into 
the arms of a stranger or even of a friend unless he may be 
counted as one of the prospective candidates for husbandry. 
This lack of social development, however, is taken care of j 
through other activities as songs, other modest open air dances] 
I picnics, and other outings in memory of some Saints, where they 
indulge in festivals and enjoyments of various kinds. These 
social,. religious, political and even economic activities are 
all based on traditions and ideals of ancient Greek writers I I 
which the present Greek people admire and try to imitate, and i\ 
element of conserl are also unified, interdependent. This is an 
vatism in the social life of these people. 
Religious Life 
Greek Orthodox dogma is the national and state religion. 
No other religion was :found among the Greeks outside o:f Athens,l
1 
Saloniki, and a few more other large cities, until recently. ~~ 
This Orthodox dogma is so firmly established in the minds of 
i 
Greeks in those places, that they cannot conceive of a Greek be~ 
I 
longing to some other religion. In big cities, however, Roman II 
. Catholics and Protestants may be found in small numbers. Tha 1 
I II l people attend church regularly on SUndays, and are very religious 
~~"== .. ~=J -~ -"""="-==---= 
I II 
' il 
I 11 
l lj 
I !. 
1~ 
©National Geographic Society Natural-Color Photog-raphs by Ma)·nard Owen Williams 
MODERN NYMPHS DANCING ON THE STORIED SLOPES OF PARNASSUS 
The costumes, from left to right, are those of earthquake-ridden Corinth; of Tanagra, famous for 
its figurines, and of Attica. 
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in spite of the fact that they cannot follow all the dictates 
of their church. This is, however, an acknowledged fact by 
even the priests, and allowance is made for disregarding or mo-
difying certain rituals, to bring in accord the demands of the 
church and the actual human needs which are modified and chan-
ged by social developments. The church ceremonies are 1n an 
intermediate language between ancient and modern Greek, and on 
Christmas and Easter, they are very impressive. The spoken 
language of the people commonly used is slightly different than 
the written language, and it varies in different places. While 
the people of any village understand all other people in any 
part of the country, and even the language of the books used in 
Gymnasiums, the pronounciation and the meaning of the words va-
ries slightly from place to place; so, from the pronounoiation, 
one can tell from what part of Greece another comes. 
Photo by Arthur A. Da•le7 
A TilE : Just as the Acropolis and the Parthenon typify the "glory that was Greece" in 
ancient days, so the classical National Museum, with its wonderful exhibits of ancient 
Hellenic art, bears witness to the proud regard in which modern Greece holds its progenitors. 
CHAPTER III 
CAUSES OF MIGRATION-EARLY IMMIGRANTS 
Economic Causes 
In the foregoing pages, we have been trying to point out 
the bad economic, and undeveloped social conditions in the 
country, due mostly, to the scarcity of natural resources and. 
to the mountainous topographical condition of the country and. 
especially of the regions from where the American Greeks come. j 
As a compensation for bad social conditions, the people enjoy a 
mild climate, the beauty of the sea, the traditional and ideal 
practices, which they can only perform in Greece w1 thout en- :1 
It 
vironmental .interruption, such as outdoor engagement in festi- 11 
vals, danc;s, etc., and most of all, the fact that they live a 11 
natural life in the midst of their relatives and countrymen. IJ 
It 
The ties of relationship, friendship, and nationalism are strotig 
'I 
among the Greek people. They often walk miles to go and sea a // 
'I friend, or to visit a far relative, and the country is too deari 
for them to leave it on small pretenses. The words of Themis- I! 
,, 
tocles "There is not enough gold in the world to exchange !1 
II 
Greece with", and "as long as the sun does not fail to get up j/ 
•I 
in the horizon in the mornings, we shall not stop fighting for i! 
!I 
.p t 111 our beloved country, n are deeply rooted in the minds o.... he II 
Greeks. Arid, as there has never been any political or reli- /1 
!I I gious oppression of the people, as in the case of immigrants /: 
i /I ~:.;_7;·::--'~..:..:C.:.:!'"=:,:::..-:-,.;:::~-:-~;=..=.:...~-=:.=:--=-=--=":.:...::;.~:=-~-~.:=-.-:;--.,.:;;--:;:::.;::::.....-=~=-===-·--.. --":;"".::::=..;..":".-~=-===-==:-::-==-~~~-=--=::-;;=~~-~~==-~::-.-~-;::_;:::if·:::-=--:"::==....:::::-=::;:_~-::·::c:__-=---:...,:;_ :,', 
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11 :from other countries, the only cause :for Greek immigration has 
- --- -====== 
to be found in economic conditions. There may be few cases, 
however, such as of a few Greeks from Turkey or other Balkan 
I 
states, who have been forced to leave the country and migrate jl 
1/ to America, due to the world war~ 
Political disturbances, such as the wars of Greeks with 
other countries, mostly with the Turks, may have effected im-
migration indirectly, by effecting economic conditions. The 
Greeks, as a matter of fact, in 1912, left their businesses 
and pleasures in America, and went to fight the Greek war of 
i 
II 
i 
that year. This is an indication that they are not the type o~, 
I people, who run away from war, when needed. After the world 1 
,I 
1 war, however, some people were tired of fighting and there ma ~ 
II 
.I have been a few who came to America to find peace. As a result: 
II 
i 
of the civil war in 1922, some opponents of the revolution had) 
to leave the country, and as their asylum, they chose America. 1 
I 
I 
I Out of 25-30 persons that have been consulted, only one came 1 
II to America because of this reason, and he can cite only four O~i 
II 
five similar cases. All the others answered my inquiry "what 11 
made you leave your country", with a flat statement, rJlH cp't'mXe '~ 
a. -n:a. L 5 t lJ.O u n , the poverty, my son. Thus, one may say that 
:I d 
!I 
!I 
the main cause of Greek migration was poverty.(see p.l9) This \! 
II ha s been the cause of previous pre-Christian Greek migration li 
•' 
to Asia Minor and different islands in the Aegean and Mediter- II 
ranean Seas. The economic responsibilities of the male popu- // 
I 
I' 
lation of Greece are great. They have to provide, not only for; 
'I h 
•• 
~~~~r - -- --- L,-~~ 
II 
II 
19. 
Near the jugosladan frontier, Greek women dig riverside pools from which to scoop up sand-
filtered water for drinki11g. 
PELOPOKNE IAN Pr:ASA 'T 
ln the background looms the once: impregnable fortress of Karytrena, recalling the days when 
swashbucklmg rusadcrs were princes in .Morea. 
!i ,, 
1: 
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II 
1e 
/i the needs o:f the :family, but they have to provide a dower to 
1: 
1
1 
their sisters or daughters. An elderly man stated as the rea-
1
11, son for his coming to America, the fact that he had to provide 
!! dower for his two younger sisters, before he could make money 1) 
I !i to get married himself; and as a result of that he came to 
1 
:1 America, from where he provided dower to 'his sisters, but not 1
1 
il enough to get married himself. l1 
i! Commercially, Greece has nearly always an unfavorable bal-\ 
.I I !I 
:1 ance of trade with other countries·~. The exports are less than 
'I 
:1 the imports, and :for ma.ny years the balance between the exports [ 
;\ and imports has been taken care of through the income of com- !'1 
I I :I mercial vessels, and through the remittances of the Greek popu-1' 
:1 1 il lation outside Greece, to their relatives in Greece. The main I 
,I exports o:f Greece are currants, tobacco, olive oil, :figs, and II 
:1 wine. The other :products as wheat, corn, and a variety of gar- \ 
i! . 
I! den vegetables are consumed at home. It must: be noted here, I I I 
1\ that the rug industry from Smyrna came to Athens and Pireaus, . 
il and the Turkish tobacco, o:f Macedonia and Thrace, consumed in 
II America under this title, is :produced by ureek settlers in 
li those regions • The main imports of the country are live stock 
1
: 
il from Bulgaria and ~erbia, wheat from the United States and .A:rg- II 
,, II li entina, clothing from the United States and England, mechanical / 
,, articles from·Germany and America, and articles of novelty from 
~ 
' 
' 
France and Italy. As the country has not sufficient :plains and I 
II valleys to raise wheat for its use, it depends u:pon its excess I! 
··~"'" ·"~J;,,;,I~~:oduction in curr:t":~:d to~:acc: to _:~:~~d i: •. ~::::tion~ L __"--·--· 
. 'I --·--t 
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markets, in order to be able to buy the means for its subsis-
tance. Thus, adverse conditions in production of currants and 
tobacco, such as droughts or early colds, together with ad-
verse international market conditions would result in an econ-
omic depression. International credit has been fairly high in 
the past, but the purchasing :power of the country is now im-
perilled by the fall of the price of drachma due to the insuf-
ficient gold reserve of the country. 
Social Causes 
In the villages the people have a very low standard o:f 11-~ 
ving. In many :places, they do not have enough milk and butter, I 
neither oan they produce su:f:ficient vegetables, although in II 
some other places, it is comparatively easy to make a bare liv-~ 
ing. The few :plains are fertile and even under inadequate cul-l; 
II 
In :places, where some kind// 
of raw materials are :produced, such as wool and cotton, the ne-il 
tivation, they yield a fair return. 
cessities of life are close at hand and easily accessible. 
i! 
,I Theil 
il 
people, themselves, make their cloth and live a simple inde- I 
:pendent life.(see :p.22) They are contented and their needs are:! 
II 
easily supplied. Where each :produces what he needs, there is 11 
\, 
no o:pportuni ty for exchange of goods, and therefore, the inter-'t 
11.1 The trans:portation 
I system is not yet well developed, although considerable at ten-
11 { tion is given to the question of road building, and a large i/ 
I sum of money is spent yearly, for construction. )! I' 
,, t! 
~·~~~. 
nal commerce of Greece is insignificant. 
Fired with thorn bush or light brushwood, these outdoor ovens, sometimes shared by several 
familie , are common throughout Greece. Loave ready for balcing are spread on a cloth in 
the foreground and the oval wooden mixing bowl is in the corner. 
e 
II 
Attractions of America il 
!I 
In contrast to these economic stresses of the country, theJi 
attractions of the New World, late in the nineteenth century, II 
resulted in a migration to the United States. The Greeks begant] 
I> 
ii to hear of a promising land, where money could be easily nQ·~~~ 
and where a considerable freedom of activity was given to the 
people. The prospective immigrants had made a myth of such 
land. They. gathered around sailors, who had been in this coun-1 
try, and listened to them tell of the wonderful opportunities I 
one might have to improve his condition. Finally, one or two 
decided to visit the country, and arrived in America. Soon 
they realized their dreams and wrote back home to that effect. 
Some of them went back with golden rings and watches, holding 
pens between their fingers where shepherd's crude sticks were 
placed before. Thus, pressed by the hard economic conditions 
on one hand, and attracted by the wealthy land of America on 
the other, a certain type of people began to emmigrate to 
.America. 
Classes of Immigrants and Their Aims 
From what has been stated above, evidently nothing else 
but the "dollars" of .America made the Greeks come to this coun-
try. Money, bei~ the primary cause, naturally the first immi-
1 
I 
grants were of the class who needed money very badly, and who 
would work to make money. America was not a country to live 
I 
in, but to make money in to be spent in Greece. Therefore, the· 
first comers were men of middle age, some as young as 15 or 18, 
24 
who always expected to return to Greece to get married and set-
tle down after gaining some money in America. A number of 
these early immigrants did so, but the majority of them, after ' 
hard work and enormous sufferings here, adjusted themselves to 
the social conditions of the country and remained in this land,
1 
later bringing their families and their relatives here, too. 
For over thirty years, from 1858--the date when the first two 
Greek men reached the shores of Americay-all immigrants from 
Greece were men aiming to return to Greece. These early male 
Greek immigrants settled in the industrial centers of America, 
in New York, Chicago, Lowell, and other mill centers, and lived 
two or three or even in groups of eight, together. They would 
rent an apartment and cook their own food, trying to save every 
possible cent to accomplish what they were aiming at; namely, I 
to save money to go back. 
Disappointments 
With the good news of wealth and prosperity, others sent 
bitter complaints and notes of their sufferings to their rela-
tives and friends at home. A book of twenty-one pages, written 
by Papavasilios in 1905, is a portrait of the life of Greeks in 
this country, full of hardships and misunderstandings, due to 
lack of knowledge of the language and the laws of the country. 
tt' It is written in verse and contains messages and advice, given 
to immigrants on their way to America by others who had been 
in the United States and who went through many hardships. The 
following are literally translated passages from this book, 
0 
25 
which, although very poor in language, they illustrate the 
point. 
"Oh, my fate, oh unpitif'ul fate, who do not pity me, 
Who brought me far, to black and strange lands. 
You brought me to .America to tyrranize my body, 
To walk the streets and alleys, and not gain a penny. 
I am the most unfortunate of all creatures on earth 
To be sick in bed, days and weeks alone, without father's 
mother's or sister's care; 
If I were to think and write down the ".Americas" suff 
I would need the Sky for paper and the ocean for ink. 
We sleep in basements to save money.---
At five o'clock in the morning we start to work, 
At twelve at midnight we go to our room; 
Because of the excessive fatigue, and long sleeplessness 
Comes the death, alive, and begins undertaking." 
Due to these early sufferings of' immigrants in this coun-
try, to the fact that many of them went back sick with tuber-
culosis, or other incurable diseases, and to another most imp 
tant fact that the Greeks loved the outdoor life in Greece, up 
to the last decade of' the nineteenth century, "the Greek immi-
gration into the United States was not of sufficient volume to 
1 
be called a movement." From 1882 to 1886, 503 men and 45 wom 
entered and settled in New York. The following table from an 
annual report of the Commissioner, General of Immigration, al-
1. Canoutas "Greek-American Guide" p.l72-173 
/l 
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though not accepted as being accurate, due to the fact that 
some immigrants may have come through other channels and conse-
quently, may not be listed, gives an idea of the rate of in-
crease of Greek immigrants. In 1858, there were two Greeks a- · 
mong all the immigrants, and from 1847 to 1864, 
I of Greeks entering this port was seventy-seven. 
,, 
the total numbe~ 
Greek immigrants fluctuated yearly, as follows: 
The number of I 
1869 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
8 
23 
ll 
12 
23 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
21 
23 
1.9 
126 
73 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
158 
524 
1105 
6.15 
1131 
According to the census reports of 1920 and 1930, the increase 
of the number of Greeks in the United States, for each ten 
years, was as follows: 
1850 
1880 
1910 
86 
776 
111,282 
1860 
1890 
1920 
328 
1,.187 
175,976 
1870 
1900 
1930 
390 
8,515 
174,526 
jl 
I 
J The sudden increase after 1881 was due to the failure of all the! 
:I 
I· important current industries and the subsequent economic depres-
1
1 
I sian·. "The people came to .America because they could make more /J 
1 \ 
money in America." 
Early Settlements of Greek Immigrants 
!I 
I! 
The early Greek immigrants settled first in the eastern 
,1
1  states, mostly in New York and Massachusetts, from where they 
!I 
gradually spread to other states. In their early days in this il 
1. Burgess "Greeks in America" p.l6 
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themselves into communities. Early in 1891, the Greek colony 
in Chicago was established. In 1911, this colony had over 
4,000 members, but in a sense, all Greeks in Chicago at that 
date, amounting to 15,000,of which, only 700-800 were women 
about 200 children, were connected with the organization. Thel 
fruit and candy dealers were the richest members of the orga- I 
nization, the others being employed in other businesses as mea 
markets, groceries, coffee houses, cobblers' shops, restaurant , 
tobacco stores, candy kitchens, general end grocery stores, 
tailor and barber shops. They maintained the Greek Orthodox 
Church, which they have at present, with two priests, well 
cated, holding the degree of Bachelor of Divinity, from Athens 
University. They hold a practical monopoly o:f the boot-black-
ing industry, with over :fifty establishments. Other businesse 
were increased in their hands as their number increased in the 
city, and by 1908, they had 275 fruit, candy, and ice cream 
dealers, eleven wholesale :fruit dealers, and eight ice cream 
manufacturers. They had two types of hotels and restaurants, 
as they do at present, one being the American type of restau-
rant with American kitchen, and the other, the Greek type, 
with Greek kitchen, Greek :food, like those at home. Of both 
types, there were seventy-six establishments in 1904, which 
increased to 252 in 1908. Similar progress has been made in 
every other line of business and in every other state. 
The other two significant Greek colonies as early as 1891 
and 1893, were the colonies in New York and Lowell, respectiv- j 
' 
29 
ely. The colony in New York, unlike those in Chicago and Low-
ell, vras decentralized. The people followed the trait of bus- , 
iness ap~ointments and settled in every corner that was conve-
nient to them. Gradually, they grew close to each other, end 
lived in small settlements in the city,~ In greater New York, i 
I 
in 1911, there were about 20,000 Greeks, almost entirely males ' 
,' 
of whom 12,000 to 14,000 were living in Manhattan and the 
Bronx. In these two sections of the city, the Greek element, 
even at ~resent, is highly concentrated. According to the 
! Greek-American Guide in 1911, there were in New York, seven 
newspa~ers and periodicals, ten steamship agencies, five im-
;porters:~and exporters, six physicians and surgeons, thirty-sa- , 
" :i 
ven Greek produce im~orters, seventy confectioners, 
tobacco im~orters and cigarette manutacturers, 113 
I twenty-six" 
I 
florists, 
forty-six fur dealers and furriers, and many other less impor- I) 
!I 
ti tant business establishments. They organized the Greek Ortho-
1 
dox Church, which had active members, amounting to 500 or 600 
with annual dues of $5, although the wealthier members were 
paying much more. These are the regular members; all other 
Greeks were always considered members of the church, but as 
they did not pay their $5 dues, in spite of the fact that on 
1 other occasions they would pay more, they had no voice in the 
' management of affairs of the association. The same is true in 
present day Greek Church Associations. 
The Lowell colony, due to the nature of the business of 
the Greeks in that city', was more centralized than either New 
!i 
I' 
!I 
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York or Chicago. The people lived in large neighborhoods in 
the city and organized the best Greek communities as early as 
1893. They built a magnificent church building, which cost 
them over $'76, 000, of the modified .Byzantine style, which is lj 
characteristic of buildings of this type. The number of Greek! 
people, as early as 1911, was estimated to be between '7,000 to l 
10,000, of which, assuming the latter number to be more nearly/i 
right, '7,000 were men, 2,000 women, and about 500 children. I 
The majority of these people'came fro~ Mani or Lagonia, a town\ I 
in the interior of Morea. Coming from this place in contrast I 
i to other Greeks in other states who came from different region 
I 
in Greece and Asia Minor, they may be taken as representative~ I 
of the Greeks in Pelopponesos. The largest per cent, if not ij 
all of them, worked in nine large factories in that city, and 1 
were employed mostly at unskilled labor, with a pay of $6 to j 
$'7 per week. 11 
Other Greek colonies established during the first decade 11 
of the present century were in Lincoln, Nebraska; Boston, Mass;lj 
Haverhill, :Mass., and elsew~ere. A complete study of these 1 
colonies, their social economic ·and religious activities; and 
an account of the conduct of the Greek people, in regard to 
I 
their observance of the laws of the United States, is given by J 
Fairchild in his book "Greek Immigration to the United States" •IJ 
p pages 120-190. An idea of these early conditions, as it is gil) 
ven above, is enough for a background to elaborate on the pre- 1j 
sent conditions. 
--~·-------
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P A R T II 
CHAPTER I 
GREEKS IN AMERICA 
The Greek population of America, or the Greek Americans, 
as they prefer to be called, are scattered throughout the Uni-
ted States. In following their economic interests, they have 
frequently changed their locations. Thus, we find Greeks in 
Boston, who come from other states, and others who have left 
Boston, after having spent most of their lives in this city. 
Due to these frequent changes of addresses and because of the 
fact that it is hard to draw the line beyond which a Greek be-
comes American, either by gaining some political and social 
prestige to be acceptable as such, or through birth, the exact 
number of Greeks is not known. There is a tendency among the 
Greeks_to estimate their number to be between 450 to 500 thou-
sands, the largest numbers according to their estimate being 
75 to 100 thousand in New York State, 40 to 50 thousand in Ill 
inois, 30 to 40 thousand in Massachusetts, 20 to 30 thousand 
in California, 6 to 10 thousand in Missouri, and about 8,000 
in Michigan. 
Distribution of Greeks in America--Their Movement 
According to the census reports of 1920 and 1930, the I 
ber of foreign born Greeks and Americans, born of Greek parent 
age in the United States, distributed by geographic divisions, 
are as follows: 
Geographic 
Division 
Total 
New England 
Middle Atlantic 
East North Central 
West North Central 
South Atlantic 
East South Central 
West South Central 
Mountain 
Pacific 
~·oreign 
1920 
176,476 
32,186 
44,531 
45,135 
11,236 
11,450 
32 
2,014 
3,484. 
9,483 
16,457 
born 
1930 
1.74,526 
25,423 
51,053 
49,101 
8,018 
11,449 
2,304 
3,331 
6,716 
1.7,131 
.American~ 
1930 
129,225 
25,359 
35,160 
34,690 
6,253 
9,183 
1,872 
2,791 
4,400 
9,517 
As :per states in order of their significance in number, 
they were, in 
New York 
Massachusetts 
Illinois 
Pennsylvania 
Ohio 
California 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
Washington 
Indiana 
1920 
26,117 
20,441 
16,465 
13,893' 
13,540 
10,314 
5,280 
4,521 
4,215 
4,182 
1930 
33,387 
16,780 
20,003 
11,646 
12,050 
12,675 
3,233 
6,020 
2,881 
4,087 
1930 
21,188 
16,962 
15,858 
8,946 
7,519 
7,689 
3,171 
5,026 
1,209 
2,753 
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In the other states, the number in each varied between 
4,000 and 167 in 1920, and 3,337i and 225 ·in 1930. The ten ci, · 
ties which contained the largest numbers of Greeks in 1920, 
I 
over 21 years old, and in 1930, including all ages, are shown 
in the following table. 
Male Female 
l930 
-
New York 13,810 .21,201 4, 798 9,899 
M.a.IIhattan 10,934 11,497 3,856 4,541 
Chicago 8,71.3 11,509 1,977 3,972 
Detroit 3,914 5,211 470 1,459 
Lowell 2,015 1,091 1,185 894 
Boston 2,273 2,629 535 1,094 
Akron, Ohio 1,722 81.7 114 263 
Brook1yn 1,902 4,479 547 2,241. 
San Francisco 2,727 3,250 354 766 
r-: ''.' 
l"i/ 
I' 
1/ 
I 
I II 
jl 
II 
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1,226 222 377 [I 
These are the figures of the 1920 end 1930 census reports,ll 
and their authenticity is not absolute, for the reasons a1read~i 
stated, and because of the fact that many .Peo.P1e are inaccurat-r 
ely recorded. The figures of 1920 show there is also a strong_!! 
er tendency for Greek girls to remain at the age of 18 or 19, II 
St. Louis, Mo. 1,685 
!i 
tor as many years as they live with their .Parents until they I! 
get married, Vlhen they jump to their true age. This fact thrm'ls 
jr 
i 
I 
more ambiquity on the girls' figures of 1920, and it is be-
lieved that the number of females over 21 years, is very much 
I, 'I 
ji understated. 
! 
These figures were sho\r.n to a group of people, 
~==•---·-'*= II 
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who agree that they are entirely wrong. They believe that in 
1920, the Greek population numbered not less than 400,000, and 
at present, the number, although not very much greater than in 
1920, is nevertheless, not less than the number given above. 
The difference of these numbers is due to the possible fact 
that Greeks coming from countries other than Greece, are re-
corded under the name of the country they come from, while thej· 
are enumerated as Greeks by the Greek people. The above table, 
however, shows their relative number as per geographic divisio 
of the land, in ten large cities of the country. 
Business Engagements 
There is a tendency for Greek people, as for any other 
nationality, to work together. They trust each other more, un-
derstand each other better, and :probably want to help each oth-
er. Therefore, you find them forming corporations and partner-, 
ships, mostly among themselves; yet there are a good many 
Greeks in business with other nationalities. They are engaged 
in almost every kind of business; yet their numbers in any one 
of them, vary greatly. ·I The predominant industries of the Greeks 
II 
I in this country are the management of candy stores, fruit 
stores, ice cream :parlors, florist shops, furrier's shops, 
fisheries, cigarette factories, grocery import houses, grocery Ill 
stores, boot-shining parlors, and restaurants. The last named 
is the commonest and one in which their number is increasing II 
fastest. "When two Greeks meet each other, they open a res- l 
The largest\\ 
=--=--~========~-=========~!=== 
taurant" is a common maxim, with some truth in it. 
0 
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Greek industries in America, include the cigarette manufactur-
ing establishments of Stephanos Brothers, in Philadelphia, es-
tablished over 35 years ago. The Stephanos cigarettes are of 
high grade and are sold all over America. Other commercial 
houses and merchants dealing in tobacco, appeared recently in 
New York, and some of them have been very prosperous, as Pouli-
des Brothers, B. D. DugundJi & co., and Condax Brothers, all of 
1 
New York. .Anargyros and 1ielachrinos, once the two largest 
Greek cigarettes manufacturing establishments, have been sold 
recently to American Standard Tobacco Gompany, although the ci-
2 
garettes still bear the names of their founders. Another in-
dustry of considerable size, owned and controlled by a Greek 
named Pantazes, a native of Andros, is a theater enterprise of 
large number of theaters along the western coast, centering in 
Seattle, Washington. Another, the Fox Theater Gompany, is 
3 
by the Scuras Brothers, and has over 500 theaters in different 
large cities of the country, as in New York, Boston, Chicago, 
and others. There are also a great many Greeks, who operate 
small theaters and moving picture houses, and some have large 
ones as Mr. Paterson in Pittsburgh, Pa •• Numerous ~reek motion 
picture houses are found in Pennsylvania, Illinois, Massachu-
4 
setts, New York, and Texas. Choremi and Bena.ki Co. is dealing 
in wholesale cotton and has branches in many European cities, 
and is well known in Egypt. The Gloria chain stores is a Greek 
organization in Boston, and will be mentioned later. There are 
a number of Greek hotels and theaters in New York, over 200 
1.-2. Xenides, The Greelcs in .America p. 83-84 
3. As per one of Souras Acquittance? 
4. Xenides, the Greeks in America p. 83-84 
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florists, and a good many notable confectioneries. Among the 
large hotels in New York, there is Tixy Hotel on 42nd Street, 
OVTned and operated by Greeks. Many Greeks- are barbers, tailors/, 6 I furriers, cobblers, and they work as railroad laborers, farmers, 
1 
miners, mill hands, agents, ,and in hotels. 
The Professional Men 
Another class of Greeks, which has not been mentioned in 
the previous pages, is the professional class. They have been 
left to be discussed in this part of the thesis, separately, 
because they belong to another class, and in contrast to the 
origin of the average Greeks in America, they come from cities 
and large towns in Greece. Early in the last two decades of 
the nineteenth century, a few professional lawyers and doctors, 
seeing the prosperity of their countrymen in America, thought 
to themselves: 'If the dumb and illiterate Apostolos made that 
fortune in America, I certainly can do better.' So the gentle-
man, with his head full of scientific knowledge and experience, 
1 came to America. The first thing to do was to open an office. 
But as 80 out of 100 did not have the means to do so, and as 1 
the remaining 20, due to ignoranee of the language, failed evenl 
if they did open offices, their attempts to practice their pro-1 
fessions went in vain. They were foreed to work as eommon la- I 
borers with their countrymen; and as they were not trained to do 
manual work, they were disgusted. As soon as they made enough 
money to buy tickets, they went back home. In many oases, 
friends paid their fares for them. 
1. Burgess "The Greeks in American p.32 
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A few others, after long hard work, gradually learned the I) 
language, and opened offices. B.y that time, the Greek popula- II 
I 
tion had increased and was a little more educated in seeking 
medical aid when needed. Thus, we find that a few doctors, afJ1 : ,, 
ter 1895, could make a good living. Not very long after the j ,.' 
I 
above date, Greek professional men began graduating from Ameri~i 
II 
can colleges, and did not have a:n.y difficulty in adjusting !1 
il 
themselves to the conditions. The lavcyers, who came from across 
I 
had a much harder time, because they could not learn the legal 
language very easily, and because the law itself differs from 
,, 
)i 
born across, are few in number. Their early hardshi:ps are com-:j 
the law in Greece. At present, those old professional men, 
pletely forgotten by them, and never have been known by the I 
II younger ones who are in considerable numbers in every city of 
,I 
the Union. As the Greeks are naturally lovers of knowledge ana_:[ 
education, their number is increasing rapidly. On the other 
I' 
" 
hand, however, these educated Greeks become easily assimilated,!! 
II 
II 
II 
I! 
and leave the ranks of Greek nationality. 
Greek Communities and Churches 
1: As it has already been stated, the Greeks in America, a:f- :) 
ji ter discovering that the question of their going back was very :
1
·1 
i! difficult and uncertain, felt the need of organizing themselvesll/i, 
II 
!! into communities. They wanted something in a spiritual way, )I 
II II 
!l which America could not give them. They could not be satisfied! 
li with American institutions where religion was not, and still is] 
I! 
:i 
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not taught, and in addition, other attitudes such as irrever-
ance to older and more experienced people, were developed in 
their children. Therefore, for the purpose of teaching their 
language, their religion, and in order to be able to transmit 
some of the high ideals of their ancestors to their children, 
they started to organize themselves into communities, to open 
1 churches, and schools, and to establish other clubs to maintain, 
these schools. Other benevolent societies were established to 
help, and also to further the development of their particular 
village or town in the old country, by sending across some of 
their savings. Thus, the whole Greek population went through 
a period of organization, which was slow in the first decade 
of the present century, but rapid during the fifteen years pre-
ceding 1930. The exact number of such organizations is not 
known, but it is believed that there are over 300 such communi-
ties and other similar Greek associations in America. Accord-
ing to a pamphlet issued by the Archdiocese in New York, there 
are 243 churches which acknowledged the Archdiocese, yet this 
list is not complete because a good many churches, going with 
Julian Calendar, as that of Saint John in Boston, are not in-
cluded. Each of these churches bears the name of a Saint, or 
the name of some signiiicant religious phenomena, as in the 
Church of the Annunciation, of Holy Trinity, etc.. The names 
always start with the "Greek Orthodox Church ofn, and end with 
the name of the church. I 
====~~-------- According to another pa.mp=h=l=e=t=,-~i~-s=s=u=e=d=b=y=t=h=e=Ar=c=h=d=i=o=c=e=s=e=,=#l=-~~~--=-== 
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11 
11 the states which have the largest number of churches, are 
il 
II 
)i New York 28 Massachusetts 26 Pennsylvania 24 
11 
,, 
~ 
~Illinois 19 Ohio 17 Connecticut 
I 
10 llfiohigan 6 11 New Hampshire New Jersey 
5 Etc •• Wisconsin 6 Texas 
I 
/: Each of these communi ties, the smallest one composed of 15 or !I 
20 families, maintain a Greek afternoon school, where the ohil-11 
dren go after their American school hour is over. The teaohing/1 
staff in these schools are the priests, where the community 
I 
maintains a church, or a regular teacher, where the school is 1 
maintained by an association of Greek people, and church is not ji 
maintained. The priest however, does not always teach and some4 
times, teachers are employed to take his place in school work. I 
A list of names, given by the Archdiocese of New York, enumer- I 
ates 377 teachers and over 300 priests in North and South Amerij 
i 
oa and Canada, but it is believed that a great number of tea-
I 
ohers and priests are not registered, and the list does not in-I :j elude their names. 1. 
li 
li 
II 
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il 
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j\ is very interesting, in itself. 
1: il ple in this country in 1890, the Holy Synod of Athens conceived 
:( 
I 
1! the need of religious leaders, namely, :priests in the United I 
I! ij States, and sent a few priests to the new world. They were wel..._ 
Lcomed by the Greeks here, and made good money going from city I 
==-==~~~-,, -- -· ----== r 
I 
I
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The Archdiocese of New York 
The story of the immigration of the Greek religious 
With the increase of Greek :peoJ 
I 
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to city and town to town, to see their ~locks. With the ~ur-
ther increase in the number of Greeks here, some other priests 
were called by their relatives in the United States, and thus, 
the immigration o~ priests began. In 1918, the Holy Synod sent 
the Archbishop, Alexander, to take care o~ the church ~fairs. 
With the fall of Smyrna, and the political disturbance in 
Greece, which resulted in the division of popular opinion, some 
people favoring Venizelos, and others, Constantine the King, 
another Bishop name Vasilios, came to the United States. The 
Greeks in the United States were also divided into two parties, 
the democratic and the monarchist. Vasilios assumed the leader! 
ship of the monarchists, and Alexander as the deputy of the Ho-
ly Synod of Athens, necessarily was with the democrats. Anothe~ 
Bishop, Alexopoulos, was consecrated here in Boston, and soon 
all three began to ordain priests everywhere in America. The 
field was soon crowded, and hard times in the church began. 
Parties favoring one or the other priest were developed, and 
the whole Greek population was in a religious turmoil. Changes 
of the committees in charge of church affairs and even fights 
in some churches, were quite common for eight or more years. In! 
July, 1930, the ~atriarch in Constantinople, in co-operation of\ 
the Holy Synod of Athens, sent to the United States as mediatorJ 
the Bishop of Corinth, :Mo.st Rev. Da.maskinos. 
He tried to regulate the church affairs in the United 
States, and as remedy for the condition, in six months he suc-
ceeded in persuading all three bishops to leave America. They 
~·' \ i;' 
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II 
' were given new posts in Greece, and in their place, the present 
Greek Orthodox Archbishop of Uo~th and South America, :Most Rev.! 
.A.thena.goraa, arrived in New York in April, 1931, He organized I 
the Archdiocese located on 273 Elm Street, Astoria, Long Islan~l 
New York, proceeded in selecting sui table priests, and in send_ljl 
ing back to Greece, those who could not adjust themselves to J 
the environment in this country. In November of the same year,j 
he called the first Pan-Hellenic communal representatives of 1 
the Greek communities all over both North and South America, 
and after long sessions for two weeks, they set down rules and 
regulations to be followed by every Greek community in North 
and South .America and Canada. Thus, the unification of eastern! 
Greek Orthodoxy was completed and peace arrived into communitieb 
between the members. Under the new constitution and by-laws I 
adopted in that first meeting of the communal representatives, 
all property of any community belongs to the Archdiocese. It 
covers every particular field of communal life, respecting the 
churches, and the care of orphans and the poor. Last August, 
the Archdiocese bought a property in Maine, where orphans of 
Greek descent will be gathered and taken care of. 
The organization of the .Archdiocese consists of the .Arch-
bishop at the head, the Protosyngelos, who is in charge of 811 
the work in the Archdiocese, a legal advisor, two other promi-
nent priests as helpers, and secretaries. The Archbishop, 
three out of four weeks in a month is out visiting different 
communities. Under the auspices of the Archdiocese, and with 
42 
the Archbishop as president , there are the committ ees on edu-
cati on, in charge of the Greek afternoon schools, to be dis-
cussed later, and the committee of the Spi ritua1 Court, as they 
call it , to judge the offenders of church regulations . The 
study of communal life of Greeks, is mor e precisely described 
in the followi ng pages. 
Most Rev. Archbishop 
Athenagoras of N. Y. 
0 ~EIB. APXIEI1l~KOI10l: AMEPIKIL 
BOPEIOY KAI NOTIOY 
A9HNArOPAl: 
Patriarch of Constantinople 
:Photios II 
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CHAPTER II 
THE GREEKS IN AMERICA (CONTINUATION) 
With Special Reference to Greeks in Boston 
Boston has been selected as a representative city for the 
study of Greek life in all its phases. There are no accurate 
statistics regarding business establiShments, the number of 
people and the wealth of these people; consequently, this s 
of these elements is based upon personal observations, and the 
opinions of a group of Greek people in this city. According to: 
I 
the census of 1920, 
eign born Greeks. 
there were 2,273 males and 535 females, for~· 
I 
This number, as shown in the census in 1930, [ 
I 
has been increased to 2,629 males and 1,094 females. But, as 
has already been stated, previously, these statistics cannot bel! 
taken as accurate because many Greeks do not care to get regis-1 
tared; the number is inaccurate and understated, according to 
the Greeks of the city, who believe that they are at least 
s,ooo to 10,000 in number, in Greater Boston. 
Economic Conditions 
1. Industrial Development. To speak more concretely, we 
shall take a certain Greek, Mr. A, and trace him from home to 
America and see his industrial development here in Boston. A, 
who is the average Greek immigrant in Boston, while a small 
child in his mountain village, had heard of a legendary land 
around which the most beautiful myths were made. He grevr up l 
I 
After long and Iersistentl. with a desire to visit this country. 
I 
I 
···----------~---~-----------------------------------
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desire, by which he conquered all obstacles, he got to New Y • 
There, he met some of his countrymen, who welcomed him and proj 
bably helped him to find a job, most probably in a restaurant, 
where he began to learn the language. After a few days, he 
was discharged from the place and after a long search for new 
work and a few months of hunger, cold, sickness, and other suf~ 
ferings. he was employed in a confectionery. There, he was unJ 
• II 
able to fulfill all the requirements of his job, and was force~ 
I 
to look for another. He worked in a Shoe-shining parlor for a 
while and was obliged to change that vocation, too, for some 
I 
unknown reason. He worked as salesman, railroad laborer, buss I 
boy, end finally, out of his savings and with the experience ' 
he had gained, he managed to buy a push cart. He worked for 
·many years, pushing his cart around the streets of some cities 
and after he was quite tired and had saved enough money, he 
opened a fruit stand, a grocery store or a lunch room. Due to 
I his thriftiness, he enlarged his business, opened another store: 
I 
and incorporated his business. This case can be taken as typi~ 
cal of the experience of Greek immigrants, although some of 
them have been wandering ever since they came to this country, I\ 
have failed in many businesses and never reached anywhere. I 
I 
2. Business Engagements--Vforking Condi tiona--Professional 1 
I 
Men. Most of the Greek immigrants in Boston, after hard eXpe- I 
riences, have succeeded i~ establishing significant business l,ll 
enterprises. Among the most successful Greeks in Boston, are 
1
, 
Choremi & Benski Co., dealing in cotton and believed to be 11 
0 
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li 
millionaires; Pappas & Co., owner of the Gloria chain of seven-il 
teen grocery stores; Mustakis Brothers, man~acturers of con- I 
1-, __ 
fectioneries and wholesale dealers; Chakalis Brothers, wholesale --
meat dealers and owners of the Commonwealth Baking Company, and 
Towel and Apron Supply Company. Other wholesale dealers in 
fruits, groceries, and other goods, which are for the immediate 
satisfaction of human needs, are the Bostan Baking Company, the 1 
I 
Darathon Baking Company, the Puritan Baking Company, the Athens: 
I 
Baking Company, the Chimes Brownies Company, the Pappas Broth- I 
era, importers of groceries, and the largest in the size of the/ 
store in the world, dealing in wholesale and retail fruits, 
Faneuil Fruit Company. All these companies are owned and oper-
ated by Greeks in Boston. Out of 900 cafeterias in Boston, 350
1 
belong to Greeks, and in many other lunch rooms, the workers 
are Greeks. In the restaurant business, the Greeks show spe-
cial progress. They give good, clean food and their patrons 
seldom leave them. Among the large restaurant associations, 
there is the United Restaurant Association, composed of seven-
teen restaurants, all Greek. The Puritan Cafeteria, Excellent 
Lunch Company, Alpha Lunch Company, and Worthy Lunch, have each
1 
three or four restaurants in different parts of the city. 
Fruit stores are probably the next large business engage-
ment of the Greek people in Boston. Prot. Havice, in his let-
·' ter in regard to this point, states that .'!many Greek people in 
our country are identified with fruit stands and the like. The 
II 
average American carelessly generalizes and thinks at once of a!' 
I 
I 
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fruit stand, when he thinks of' a Greek;". The third large line 
of' vocation is the shoeshine parlor. It is believed that the 
development of' these parlors is attributed to Greeks, end is 
the natural development in this country, of' the shoeshine boys 
in the streets of Athens and Peraeus. Other business enter-
prises in Boston, on a smaller scale, are shown with their ap-
proximate number as follows: tailors, 15-20; barbers, 10-15; 
electricians, 8-lOi~ There are other minor occupa tiona as push-
carts, vendors, janitors, and employees in different American 
institutions and occasional laborers, of unknown number. The 
nature of all of these businesses requires hard and long working 
hours. They require social intelligence rather than experience] 
to get along well with people, The Greeks, as hard working peo~ 
ple, very well filled the office. In restaurants, they work 
from eight to twelve or fifteen hours a day, from three or four 
o'clock in the morning until twelve and even to one o'clock at 
midnight. Where substitution of a person f'or another can be 
made and the business income is large enough, a shift is made, 
and the working hours of' a person are reduced. Fruit dealers 
and buyers in restaurants, go down to market every morning as 
early as three or four o'clock. The working conditions of a 
buss boy are obvious and do not require explanation. In some 
stores, one may find the father, having as help, his wife or 
some of his older children. The wages, at present, in every 
line of these businesses are low. The cooks get anything be-
t.wfien $18 to $25, the buss boys, $10 to $14, and in fruit stores, 
I 
II lj 
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the employees get between $15 to $20 per week. There are also i 
I 
many .American born boys and girls working as stenographers, andil 
helpers in the stores of their relatives or parents. 
In the scientific world, the ureeks in Boston, are pro- I 
greasing rapidly. There are fourteen Greek doctors in Boston, I 
all of them possessing degrees from .American Colleges, except I· 
one JJr. Georgantas, who came from across and is successful in II 
[! 
his profession, due to his large experience in the Medical Col-!l li 
lege in France. The lawyers are of even greater number, prac- I 
I 
tically all from American Colleges. Among the prominent Greek I 
lavcyers in Boston, are Mr. Loumos, assistant State Attorney; 1 
Mr. Demeter, member of the House of Representatives of Massa- I 
II 
chusetts; Mr. Booras, Supreme President of the Greek National. IJ 
Organization; and :Mr. Ladas of Harvard University, who was a 1 
professor in the same institution for several years. There are. 
1
! 
over sixty Greek students in the colleges in Boston, in almost 11 
every profession. According to Mr. Vukuvalas, the president of 
'I 
1 Hellicon, s. club of Greek professional men and women, including 
I 
1
J students in colleges, the number of Greek students in colleges l1 
il II 
r:
1 
is increasing rapidly. According to a statement of Dr. Demos i, 
I 
1
1 ~~·~: of the Department of Philosophy in Harvard University, 95% of 1
1
./: 
these students are earning their O\m way along, and when they 
II II ll ' il graduate, they enter into professional aotivi ties and become 1, 
I: I 
1! responsible citizens. 1 
II I i Organizations I 
'""==·~·=~==~~~~===lc.==R=e=l=i=g=i=ou=s Organizations. There are four Greek Orthodox!! 
I 
11. Xenides The Greeks in .America p.99 
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Churches in Boston and vicinity. The Church of Annunciation, 
(see picture on p.49) located on the corner of Ruggles and Par-
ker Streets, if not the largest, is the ~est church building of 
Greeks in America. The community, which maintains this church, 
was established in 1902, under the name "Hellenic Association 
of Boston," and was then located on Winchester Street; in 1923 
I it was removed to its present location, and has an average num-
ber of 650 active members. It is the seat of the representa-
tive of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of New York. The next 
church is that of st. Constantine and Helen, on 14 Magazine 
Street, Cambridge, which has an equal number of members. The 
church building is smaller than that of the Annunciation, but 
more religious spirited Greek environment in the location. Thel 
next important Greek Orthodox Church, noted for its refusal to 
co-operate \d th other churches and is still following the old 
Julian Calendar, is that of St. John on 15 Union Park Street, 
Boston!~'" It is a large building, but not as beautiful as that 
of Annunciation. The members of this church do not number more 
than 200, and are of a less cultured poor class. In each of I 
these three churches, the membership dues are $6 per person. Up~ 
to 1931, membership privilege was exclusively reserved to males, 
1111 in December, 1931, however, it was decided that females be a1-
lowed to become active members o:f these communities. It must I 
be borne in mind that the Greek Orthodox Church considers all !I 
Greeks, members o:f the church, and that active membership, ac- I 
<J)lired by registering and paying the dues, entitles one to takel 
49 
Hellenic Association of Boston 
incc the day of }fi chn l A mw110~, it fir ·t. P rc: id nt, the A socin.-
tinn ha: been t:ortunate iu having; a long l i t of apablc antl 11 •rg- ti 
men a. it offic r . 
Tt se m on ly me >l and ju t t.hat on tlli , it · 27th Annivcnmry the 
Hcllcni A ociation-a well a. it guc:L :bould join iu houor i1w t.ll> 
mcmor~r of one of the originator: antl it .fir t Prcsid nl. 
~IfCliAIDL AN G To~ - retHlcr •d inc timabl 'C LTicc to hi: f llow 
iJreck. by hi practical loyaH~T and hio·b i lcals in ·u ·h ·ervicc•. 
As the . ccr ta r~T aud l'ri •ud of D r. amucl Tridlcy flow , he work •d 
with him during h i: trip for the rcli f of Grc<'k war suff rcr · of tbe 
wHr of iwlcp ndencc. U, thu: won t lw }m: nwl tru:t o[ hi; c:ountrylU >IJ 
and J'ai th and coniidcuc of tho · • of hi . adopt '\1 country lw became i11 
word and decrl a trn AmcricHn. 
:\IT IT J;JL T GNO ' --i: hc:t kno\\'11 and lon•cl here for Iii: lifP'H 
WOJ'k in and f r the Perkin: Ill. tituti011 and Ma · ctclm:ctt: cbool for 
tb hlind fir ·t uud r it · fir ·t l i r' ·lor Dr. . G. lT 0\\. ill, and nflt•r b i: 
d(•Mh a hi. , n c ·sm· acting for many yean;, m; Dir 'dor from 1 76-
JnOG. 
HC' found d th Kin<l rg<mlen for the blinl in 1 7 in L95 through 
tile Bo ton 'l'nm:cripts, 10.00 fu11cl rais d $5,000.00 for ureut xpou ·c 
. nd ly needed .Lor that p;reat work, wiclllw: meant so mncll to the bl ind, 
n: onl~r !lind can know Hlld tell . 
:.\1 ICHAEL GNO '-hi. friend. -were many and loynl, among 
whom were uch well known Am ricnn a · Oli,- r \Vcnrl 11 HolmC'H, 
\ fnrgnr<'t 1 olnnd, William Dean JJow >11:, Bi hop Brook: .J amcH Hu. : 'l 
l,ow 11, and la. t hut not 1 a ·t, ou r own HEL:&~ KELL.WR, Pu1Jil of 
A..IJHo-no llim ·elf, a tru appr•·iator of all that ~Jr. Au<t()'no · did for 
1 1'-' l' mul the blind wh rever h found th m. 
"By tlP ir d •I. Y' :hall know th•m' 
'H E~wTEpLK~ ii.1To lj1LS To il vi ov KTLp(ou T~S Ko LVOT1)TOS BoaTW"'lS 
ALCl TTa.vpoons Ruggle and Parker tre ts 
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part in the management of the organizations. Other churches, 
a little farther out, are found in Peabody and Somerville. 
The priests in these churches are immigrants, and hold the 
Bachelor's degree from Athens Theological School. One of them,ll 
Rev. Cavadas, is of the Church of Annunciation, and is a reli-
gious leader with modern ideas, and very successful in drawing 1/ 
the people to the church. He is recognized as the best Greek I 
priest in America. The Liturgy takes place every SUnday, be-
j, _ tween ten and twelve o'clock, for two hours, and a few other l 
I 
important holidays, at the same hour, on the same day they come_1~-
The Liturgy is that of Byzantine Style, written by st. VasilioJI 
in co-operation with st. Ohr,ysostomos during the third oentury,l 
and it is in a language semi-archaic, little understood by the 
1 
average illiterate people. The music is a modified Byzantine, I 
sung by a choir of five or six males and of an equal number of 
girls in the Church of Annunciation. In the other two churches 
mentioned above, it is sung by two singers, alternately. One-
third of the whole Liturgy of ancient times is omitted from the 
present church cerema.ny and in its place, a half-hour talk is 
given by the priest, interpreting the passage of the bible seJt 
forth by the fathers of the church, to be read that day, duri ! 
the Liturgy. The average attendance at this large church on 
Ruggles and Parker Sts., is 1,500 people, not including the 3oo
1 
children, who attend Sunday school for half an hour before the I 
Liturgy starts, every Sunday. In the other two churches, the 
attenda1ce is less than the above number, but all three or fo 
~---=-==~==============~=====-==-=~====---=-==~~=-=-======~====== 
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are filled up to their utmost capacity on Christmas and Easter) 
16 
when the Liturgy is very impressive. 
Other Greek churches, not belonging to Orthodox dogma, 
l 
but very similar to American Protestant Churches are found in l 
certain large cities in America. The number and the membership 
of these churches is limited to a small number between 100 to I 
I 500 or 600, respectively. They are regular Protestant churches 
and hold services every Sunday afternoon, with a Sunday schoo~ 
for children just before or after the service on the same day. j 
There are two of these churches in Boston, one headed by Rev. 
Tokas, and the other by Rev, Yphantides,.both graduates of a I 
Protestant Theological School, and. each have about 150 members,. 
• I including the children. Rev. Xenides in New York, has another 1 
church with a membership of 100 people. Similar Greek Protes-
tant Churches, are found in Lowell, 1mssachusetts, Los Angeles I 
I 
and San Francisco, in Toronto, all of limited membership, not I 
exceeding 150 members. The two most important Greek Protestan~ 
Churches are found in Chicago, one of them headed by Rev, C, I 
Dalas, having over 600 members and being the most energetic. I 
Their teachings and the procedure of service are similar to 
those in Protestant Churches, in general. They call their 
I 
church "Evangeliki Ecclesia" and do not belong to any one Pro- 1.
1 testant denomination, but are similar to them. "Our main ob- j
1 II ject,rr said Rev. Yphantides, "is to fight atheism, which we be-~~ 
lieve, will bring destruction of all social orders, and not the1 
II Greek Orthodox or any other church. We are Greeks and will. al-;1 
d 
II 
i 
I 
I 
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ways remain Greeks, because we think of no other race, and I 
therefore, we insist that our members continue to join the I! 
Greek communi ties and associations." These churches are inde- I 
pendent and have no outside help from other churches. The 
church halls are rented and they depend upon the membership 
dues then, and collections for maintainance. 
Another Greek church is an organization composed of the 
Students of Bible Association. It is found in Boston and in 
some other large cities. Their number, however, is insignifi-
cant and does not demand consideration. These churches, pat-
terned on some foreign to Greek Orthodox Church, as above des-
cribed, are looked upon by the rest of Greeks, with condemna-
tion, although their toleration is enviable. The children of 
these Greek protestants come to the Greek Orthodox schools, 
where such schools are available. A few of the members came 
from Greece with their religious beliefs, and the great majori-li 
ty were converted, here in the United States. They have two I 
( 
/ J 
papers, one weekly, called the "'AyyeA.locp6pQ; ", the messenger, 
and the other monthly, ,., AA.f)e e let n, the truth. Their headquar- I 
I li I :1 ters were in Lowell, Mass., and were transferred to Boston, re-ii ,1 
cently. The editor o:f both o:f these is Rev. Ste:phanos Vayiat-li ~~ 
sis' :. T::::::~; s:::. ~:) Gr::~ • o:f the three Greek communi- 11 fl 
ties above mentioned, maintains a Greek school which operates II il 
In addition, II ilr 
II .1·:.:~ ,,1~=- = 
I) 
II 
: 
r 
II ~~ 
between four and six o'clock, five days a week. 
they have Sunday schools, held either on Sunday or Saturday 
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mornings. In all three schools, the ~riest has one class ever~ 
'~} . 
The school of the J·· 
•/ t 
day, and all the classes for Sunday school. 
[\ .Annunciation is believed to be the best, as it has the best t 
1: f, 
11 schoolrooms and employs better means for education. The school 
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has six complete grades, beginning from the first, and the num-1 
ber of children varies between 35 and 45 in each class, with ! 
the exception of the two higher classes, where the number of th 1 
I
I 
two combined is equal to 30 or 35, and have one teacher who J 
holds the Bachelor's degree in Education from Athens University!\ 
and his 1~ster's in Education from Boston University. In addi-
tion, there are two other teachers of nearly equal caliber. The 
total number of children attending this school is 180, accord-
ing to the secretary of the church, while in the school me.in-
i 
I 
tained by the Cambridge community, the number is over 250, and 11 
II 
in the school on 15 Union Park Street, only ninety. The number!) 
[1 
of teachers in Cambridge are two, plus the priest, end in Union II 
Park Street school, one, plus the priest, in contrast to three II 
teachers, plus the priest in the school of Annunciation. jl ,\ 
In addition to these three schools, there are eight more \ 
in the vicinity of Boston; in Viatertown, Jlalden, Dorchester, l! 
!! 
Brighton, West Roxbury, East Boston, Winthrop, and on Dover St.~ 
:1 
'i Boston. II These are maintained by clubs and small associations 1 
The aim of all I 
religious educa- I 
I 
I 
of the Greeks in their respective localities. 
II 
I) these schools is to give to the children, some 
)i tion, 
I tain 
which they do not get in American schools, and to a cer- II 
·~=~~==~:=L I' 
degree, some of the Greek language and history, through 
1 
II 
/, 
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which to introduce them to the high ideals of their ancestors, 
thus, making them feel proud of their descent, rather than in- ] 
ferior, because of it. Furthermore, the parents, quite natur-
ally, want their children to learn the Greek language in order 
to be able to understand each other at home, especially mother, 
who has not the chance to laarn the English language. In addi-
tion, the children are told that the Greek language will he1p 
them in their studies in American high schools and colleges. In 
view of the above, one may say that the work of these schools 
is supplementary to American public schools, and their aim is 
to make better, American citizens. The sub~cts taught are re-
ligious history, Greek reading and writing, and Greek history, 
with much emphasis on civil education in reference to good, re-
spectable behavior. The result of this training in schools, as 
Rev. Papastephanou, a former pastor of a Boston Greek church, 
was heard to say, was felt in American:~public schools. The 
Greek boys and girls attending these schools are distinguished 
for their better work in American schools. 
3~ Financing the Organizations. The Greek communities and' 
other educational clubs, never in their history, probably, had 
surplus cash; yet, they were always able to meet their financial. 
obligations. In the first few years of their development, they 
could get money for the church and the school from any Greek 
man, q_uite easily; but with the coming of the depression, the 
scarcity of money has been felt in every one of them. The re-
gu).ar .• :sources of income of these associations are the member-
56 
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j shi~ dues, the church collections, the income from different 
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religious ceremonies as Baptismals, marriages, funerals, re- i: 
II, quiems for which they charge $10, $25, $15, and $10, respect-
ively, Other sources are the annual balls and outings, thea- II 
trical performances and other occasional activities of differ- II 
.\ 
ent kinds such as concerts and exhibitions. Clubs and associ-\\ 
ations which do not maintain the church, depend upon the in- [I 
1 come from dues, $6 to $10 annually, the balls, outings, and 
\! 
occasional.J. donations. The average annual. income from the a- 1 
bove sources of the great Church of the Annunciation, in rouncl i 
1 i! 
nUJnbers, is as folloviS: ,1 
" 
Church Collections $11,000 Ball Tickets 
500 
I $1,500 II 
II 
,I 
I' Baptismals Advertisements !i 
:,., in13a11 Programs 3, 500 \' 
Marriages 250 Theatrical Opera- \ 
\i tions 750 1: 
1
! Funerals 350 Picnics 1,250 11 
~~~~ Reg_uiems 400 Miscellaneous 1,000 I 
The income of this association in 1928, e.mounted to $34, 1: 
II 1\ 
!\ 237.62, the expenses $27,258.78, leaving a surplus of $6,978.84. 
II 
since, as shown 
' \!1 
This surplus, however, has been decreasing ever 
below, in the comparative statement of income and expenses. 
)i 
The association has a first mortgage on the building of $94, II 
2 I' 
249.50, on which it pays 6% interest and $7,500 on principle. \i 
The total assets of the association amount to $29 7, 409.7 6, in- ~ 
eluding furniture, $13,964.35, decorations, $7,104.99, and in 1\ 
$ ' 
building, $276,340.42; the liabilities amount to 123,904.06, ! 
$94,249.50, the first mortgaga on the building, 
========---===~========== 
1. Figures taken from annual Profit and Loss statements of the 
2. From the books of the Association. Association. 
I 
li I 
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$19,765.00, bonds payable, ~~d $9,889.11 accounts payable. As 
it is obvious from the above figures, the association, alth 
it has a great equity in its property, has not enough funds to 
meet its running obligations. The other church in Cambridge 
is smaller, has less expenses end is in better financia1 posi-
tion, while the third one on Union Park Street, can scarcelY 
keep going. All these Greek communities live on hopes for 
better days, when people will ma.ke .. donations to the church, as 
they used to do ten or fifteen years ago. The conditions of 
these three communities may serve as an ~,pie of conditions 
in all other communities. 
A committee of eleven, and in large communities as the 
Hellenic Association of Boston, of seventeen men, are elected 
annually, in the middle of December, to take care of the af-
fairs of the community for the coming year. At the head of 
this committee is the president; then the vice-president, the 
secretary, the treasurer, and thirteen other common members 
follow, who constitute the Board~_ of Directors of the Rellenic 
Association. Although their work is supposed to be the ar-
rangement of the church and school affairs., at present, these 
functions are regulated by the ~riest, thus leaving the Board 
to act as financing committee. As such, they try to devise 
means and methods by which to find enough funds to pay the ex-
penses of the association. They have very little to say abaut 
the regulation of church affairs and the schools, because usu-
ally, the .Board of Directors is composed of people of the ave 
I ~ 
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!! age culture. The educated intellectuals, the doctors and law- li 
I; !r 
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,I i' li yers feel the de:pression at present, more than the Greek busi- :1 
il 
I I 
1
: ness men who have the money, and therefore, cannot spare the 'I 
!t I 
i! time to join the committee. 11 
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li Dependence of Greeks in Boston ii 
The Greek people in Boston are widely scattered in .. all thJ 
:I 
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vicini ties around. The largest number of them, probably 30% \l 
of all, are found in the South End down in Harrison Ave., Col-[1 
,, 
The remaining 70f il 
'I 
umbus Ave., Washington and Tremont Streets. 
are in different vicini ties as Malden, Dorchester, Allston, 1: 
'I 
Brighton, etc., and are mostly store owners in those :places. /! 
i! 
They live a bearably good life and many of them ovm their own 11 
'I 
homes where they are comfortably settled. Another small group I! 
I' !I 
of Greeks is settled in Watertown and work in the rubber manu-[! 
·I 
facturing establishment there. Of all the Greek people, the [1 
,I 
1/ 
30% living in the South End are those who depend on their daily 
work for their living. They work in different factories and II 
1\ 
stores, and they live in rented apartments. 
II 
According to Mr. [! 
II 
II 
Ashley, from the City of Boston Welfare Department, the Greek 
cases come from this South End district. Out of 200 family 
cards investigated by Mr. Ashley, only five were found to be 
I! 
i) 
I! 
il 
I! Greek families. Considering the number of Greeks in that lo- I! 
I' 
cality, only two to three per cent of the families applied I' for'l 
I 
!i 
!I aid. 
/I 
I' 
l
l The general impression of the City of Boston Welfare De-
1! partment, according to its director, Mr. Ashley, is that the 
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Greeks do not a~ply for aid unless they are in very bad need of 
it. They are not considered as people who want to get some-
thing for nothing. lt\'fe generally consider them as moral and 
honest people. I do not remember discovering any immorality. 
We run very few hospital cases in comparison to other national-
ities. They have considerably large families but not any lar-
ger than Italians or Jewish people. Our worst trouble is in 
talking to them and trying to pronounce their names, which are 
very long; but we always find somebody to help us," said Mr. 
Ashley. "Very few Greeks become public charges,n stated the 
Commissioner of Immigration Service in Boston. 
Family Life 
1. Efforts to Make Adjustments. The Greek people, with a 
traditional way of living, end with ideals about the relation 
of parents to their children, the children to each other, and 
the IiusbancL ... to the wife, different from those in .America; and 
coming from a land, which at that time, and even at present, ha 
laws regulating family relations, that differ from the corres-
ponding laws of' the United States, found themselves in despair. 
Looking at the laxity of the family life of the Americans, a 
limited number of the Orthodox family idealists left America to 
enjoy the family life in the old country that they were used to.) 
Many others, who were planning to do so, changed their minds bej 
cause they discovered, from a few people who went back, that thJ 
:I 
children who were born here, could not. live across, and further~ 
more, the parents themselves, could not afford to sacrifice the~ 
• 
1: 
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I! living facilities in general, of America, for the above reason,:i 
and decided to remain in the United States. This class of peoJi 
lj 
II ple was forced by the general conditions, in a sense, to remain 
in America and still try to stick to old customs of family lifJ\. 
The other class of peqple who always sighed about their birth-
place, but could never imagine the possibility of going back, 
tried to adjust themselves to the American environment and to 
adopt American customs. Organizations of national character, 
and clubs o~ large size were established to help thraugh a sue~ 
cessful and rapid adjustment, the Americanization of Greek peo-
ple. These organizations which are of political and social 
character, and their activities, will be discussed later. 
I 
In the process of adjusting family living customs, certai~ 
new problems arose, which attracted the attention of prominent 
Greek people, many of whom could not see through these prob-
lems. They, on one hand, know that they could not endure a 
family life, in which a husband, after a hard day r s work in the. 
I 
store or factory, may be required by his wife to do the kitchen 
work on his return home at evening; yet, on the other hand, 
they knew that they could not force their wives or their chil-
dren to do something that, according to home country standards, 
the husbands should do. These two conflicting view-points 
worked quite a few hardships in Greek families for many years, 
and prevented the marriage of many others. These difficulties 
in the family life of Greeks in America will be presented in 
the following few pages, and their cause, with their natural 
i 
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in double standardJ 
I 
solution and results will be pointed out. 
2. Husband-Wife Relations: The belief 
in sex relation is deeply routed in the minds of Greek people. 
The average ma.rr.,cannot see how a husband and vtife can live on 
! 
a fifty-fifty basis relation, since nature decreed that each of:J·I 
the sex have a special fundamental function in the family pecu ' 
liar to each one, such as the bearing of children by the wife, 
and the capacity of a husband for working continuously without 
interruption by regular physical ailments. In connection with 
this, it must be mentioned that the wives came to this country 
after their husbands, and due to the old ideas of church, cham-
ber and kitchen for the women, they were confined in their 
homes, and consequently, had little chance to develop their ca-
pabilities in learning something to give them a certain amount 
of economic and social independence. The Greek housekeeping 
woman is still mostly illiterate in the English language, and 
depends upon her husband to provide everything she needs. He 
gladly does that, because it gives him a chance to satisfy his 
desire in considering himself the most important person in the 
family, and gives him a monopolistic attitude towards his wife. 
Greek women, well educated in their language, began to come to 
America during the last decade, mostly as wives of some less 
cultured men; but even these cultured women were trained at 
home to take this double standard attitude of men as natural, 
and justify themselves in the belief that the women as bearers 
of children, are responsible for the purity of the 
1: 
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i! stream. This condition, while very bad in i tseli', bears with !i 
I. it an iclea o:f conclemnation o:f eli vorce, Greeks clo not believe II 
11 in divorce, cases of which can be counted on the fingers, among 
~~~ the 40,000 Greek :po:pule. ti on o:f Massachusetts, 11 
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In a recent lecture to a group of over 200 Greek women, 
Rev. Ath. Cavadas, protosingelos of the Archdiocese of New Yor~, 
in the hall of the Hellenic Association of Boston, was heard t~ 
say that the women were made to love and through their love, td! 
heal the WQ"l,W.ds of the husband who has been fighting for the jl 
family all day long. For Greeks, \'loman is still that imaginar 1 
feeble and tender container of virtue and love, and her place I II I 
)! is in the house, far from the troubles of the daily outside 
I I work. Very rarely, one may find Greek women, born across, wor~~ 
ing here and there, and very few help their husbands in their 
own stores. They remain at home and try to keep it as much as i 
possible, on a Greek style of home keeping, where the wife has ,, 
. I 
always something to do in washing, ironing, cooking, cleaning, I\ 
and paying special attention to her children. Greelc mothers 
are exceptionally fond of their children and pay much attention 
to bringing them u:p, although, because o:f their excessive love II 
ancl care, they sometimes :prevent their natural clevelo:pment, I 
Furthermore, the children who are educated in American schools 
of American pattern, come into direct opposition with this par-
I 
ent's attitude. This presents~a grave problem for the Greek 
people, which is discussed in the following lines. 
3. Children and Their Big Problem. The American schools, 
63 
ll r, 
as it is generally recognized, have assumed many of the func- 1; 
lj 
tiona of the family in rearing the children, and the Greek fam-~ 
i: 
ilies are not an exce~tion to this rule. As long as the chi1- ! 
dren are small, they do not present any serious problem in the 
family, although many Greeks are not satisfied with American 
schools, which they accuse of making the children too material-
istic and individualistic. A father of a sixteen year old boy, 
complains to the effect that the teacher said to his boy, he 
should have a car, and the boy, in obedience to that, bought a 
car and started an extravagant life which they could not affordl 
I 
Another mother complains to the effect that her daughter was 
left free in school to make merry with boys, and was thus al-
lowed to enter an immoral life. For these reasons, a. few Greek/ 
I parents withdrew their children from the schools and others /I 
kept them isolated from the children of the neighborhood. After 
some bitter experiences, however, the parents are changing 
their attitudes gradually. But in either case, they feel the 
environment in America is robbing the children of warm and i-
I 
1 deal family traditions and leading them to a lower stage of sexf 
life. Scenes as the one which follows, are very often found I 
where a family has one or more American born girls, who demand 
freedom from the old and strict family rules. In the case of 
boys, due to the acceptance of double standards, they are ex-
cused. "I would rather see my sister's daughter dead instead 
of seeing her in the arms of a stranger," said Mr. Bachelor, 
who has been frequently seen to enjoy the company of strange 
_i _____ _ 
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girls. This problem of freedom and its natural solution is 
shovm. in the following case of a Greek girl, who is a represen-: 
tative of others. 
Miss A, is at present, about 22 years old, if one may 
, judge by her appearance and her occasional remarks in regard t 
her age. She has been brought up in two conflicting environ-
ments, that of the family and outside society. Until four or 
five years ago, she was faithful to her parents and disregarde 
the suggestions of her girl or boy friends, but now she seems 
to like the company of her friends, and clings to them rather 
than to her parents. She has been told of how the good girls 
· stay at home and learn housekeeping, do this and that, and as 
reward, gentlemen may appear to marry them. She has been told 
that she must keep up \rlth the ideal family sex standards, and 
never let the family name fall do\v.n to a disgraceful level. 
"Think of what the neighbors will say if they see you going out: 
with that man; nobody will marry you if you do that, and I can-1 
not look those people in the face, myself; you just think, dar-
ling, how your father will feel about it," remarked her mother. 
lliss A, as a good girl, obeyed and waited for the gentlemen, 
but they forgot to appear. T.he frequent suggestions of her 
girl friends and their boy friends on one hand, the disappoint-, 
I 
menta in expectations, her innate desires and the eyes of her 
own schoolmates on the other, led Miss A to solve this problem 
in accordance with American social standards, but quite far 
from what her parents think is right, as a result of which morel 
I 
I 
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severe remarks are made to her at home. Nevertheless, she man-
;; 
ages to bring together the two ends. t She starts to go and see· r 
t~ 
her girl ~riend and on the way, meets her boy ~riend, Jack, 
Jimmie, or John. She is well Americanizedll 
4. Marriage CUstoms. The Greeks pay considerable atten-
tion to the question o~ marriage, which they consider one o~ 
the necessary routines o~ li~e. From ancient times, as set 
~f 
forth by Solon in Athens and Lykourgos in Sparta, they have beeh 
developing an ~avorable notion about bachelors, and still an 
unmarried man over thirty is not looked upon as a man who has 
~~illed his worldly duties as a human being. In America, al-
though many Greeks had no choice, but were forced, in a sense, 
to live in celibacy, nevertheless, they have a stigma of con-
I 
damnation which attracts the attention and the pity o~ the Greek 
public of Boston. They are considered as wronged by the nature 
o~ conditions in general. It is believed that between 15% and 
25% of the Greek population of Boston, are bachelors, who re 
remained so either because they had to provide dowery ~or two 
or three sisters at home, or they were not able to find the 
right mate. It is the custom in a family for a boy to help his 
sister get settled first, be~ore he may,get married himself. 
Some o~ these people were discouraged, seeing the failures o~ 
their friends in their home life, and although they went across 
to bring wives to themselves, they came back without one. They 
never dared to enter the bondage of marital life. In 1928, on 
a boat coming to America from Greece, a few Greeks were return-
66 
ing to America, single, as they went, and did not take wives, 
for whom they sailed. They were heard to discuss the question, 
and one of them who has been asked why he did not get a wife, 
expressed himself as follows: "I don't think any girl from my 
own village can live in America, and the girls in Athens are 
worse than the girls in America. I don't think I can form an 
Orthodox family as I would like to. I would rather live the 
life I have been living in America, even though it be unsatis-
factory, instead of trusting my family ideals to untrustful 
girls." 
With these ideas about the family and with the new condi-
tions brought about by the emancipation of the women, which is 
against what a Greek calls an ideal family life, many Greeks 
have unwillingly, adjusted themselves to the condition; thus, a 
boy was heard to say, "if I ever want to marry, I will marry an 
. American woman, so that in case I have to divorce her, I may 
have my conscience light. She will have the possibility of di-
vorce in her mind, as I shall have myself, when.we go to take 
out our marriage license. From a Greek girl, one cannot get a 
divorce very easily, because it is not socially accepted by the 
Greek people, and the Greek church gives divorce, only in ex-
treme cases of adultery and incompatability.rr .Another one re-
marked, "I would rather marry an American girl and be prepared 
to meet any possible conflict in our ideas about family, inste 
of a Greek girl who pretends to stick to Greek customs." In 
fact, American born girls, as well as boys, are well American-
67 ,· 
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ized in regard to their love life, and they cannot even trUst 
each other; and much more, the foreign born Greeks do not have 
a very high esteem of the .American born youths, in regard to;'; 
-' 
their love life. Thus, many men go to Greece to bring to them-. 
selves, vli ves. Others remain here and get married to Greek i 
girls, born here. There is a strong tendency, however, between 
American born, as well as foreign born youth, to prefer their 
own class. 
5. Intermarriage. Intermarriage with other races has oc-
curred in the past in a few cases, which seem to the Greeks, to 
I 
have been failures. The trreeks, as it has already been shown, 
are proud of their origin, e..nd would not stand foreign wives 
to call them "Greeks." The main reason why a Greek man cannot 
live with a wife of another nationality, is the fact tho.t 
"Greek men do not yield to the charms of the ladies," as 
put by a Greek gentleman, and secondly, is the fact that 
of other nationalities are usually poor housekeepers." 
II 
it waj 
"wome 
There 
are, however, such families, where the wives are not Greeks; 
and seem to get along well. The wives of the three founders 
the Hellenic Association are not Greeks. One of these three 
families was a complete failure, and caused the most tragic 
II 
death of the husband. lie was the most prominent Greek in Bos-
ton in 1910 or 1912, with tvTo or three apartment houses and an I 
equal number of confectioneries, when he married an American I 
girl. Seventeen years later, his wife, with her two children 
divorced him, because he lost his money, completely. For four 
•=----------==~1'-==-=~~====-=~~~=======================~-=---=-~=--=--=-==--=-=~--==;r======= 
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years, he lived a miserable li~e, begging here and there in his 
old age, and was run over by the street cars in Cambridge, last 
year. This case has been widely discussed among the Greeks in 
Boston, and it was generally accepted that his wife vms the 
cause of the destruction of that man, and that no Greek woman, II 
1/ 
no matter how bad she could be, would do such a thing. The two!l 
other families, each of' which has a number of grovvn up children~ 
•I II 
seem to get along well; yet in the words of a great Roman, "only 
[ 
I the man knows where the shoes pinch." i 
A group of four men, v:ho have been asked, concerning the 11 
question of intermarriage of Greek men to .American girls, were Jl 
I 
questioning each other in abstract, whether perhaps 75% or 95~ 
of such marriages vrere failures. Two of them insisted on the 
I 
95%, and the other two, on the 75%. Host }!robably, the right !J 
per cent of i'ailures rank between these two numbers. The reason 
i 
of the failures, they attributed to the ~act that these GreeJcs / 
I 
met these girls in restaurants or factories; consequently, they II 
are of low culture. These intermarriages took .Place oftener, I/ 
ten years ago, v;hen Greek descent women were f'ev/ in the United II 
States, nnd at a time v1hen the great number of churches and re-j 
11 
:1 ligious organizations were just beginning. At present, there is 
II li' 
!! no such :problem, because there are enough Greek descent women, 
1
' 
~ brought from Greece or born in America, !llld secondly, the Greek~ 
11 Orthodox Archdiocese put some restrictions on it. The number o~ 
~ Greek girls marr;Ying American descent men was insignific!lllt, ~ 
11 because the number of Greek men has always overrun the number Iii 
II 
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II 
of Greek girls, and because at present, even if there are ff 
li 
quite a few girls, they are restricted and their coilllliUlli0ation1; 
1: 
., 
is more or less limited with other nationalities. As again il' 
and again, it is emphasized by Greek lectures, here and there; 1 
upon the American born Greeks depends the future of the Greeks/ 
in America. Unfortunately, as it is generally thought of by 
the Greeks themselves, the outside environmental·temptations 
are too strong, and the American born Greek girls, 1ike the 
rest of the girls in the United States, are not very promising 
as far as what a Greek calls an Orthodox family is concerned. I 
6. Regulations of Archdiocese. The question of inter-
marriage in the past, was by a mere consent of two parties and 
a priest of any church, where Greek Orthodox priests cannot be 
reached. Now, however, the whole case is different. Greek. I 
priests are found everywhere and rules and regulations for mar7 
riage and divorce have been codified into the by-laws of the 
Greek Orthodox Archdiocese, drawn up in November, 1931~ Ac-
cording to these by-laws, the candidates are required to se-
cure permission from the Archdiocese, on the basis of the mar- ) 
riage license issued to the candidates by the city or town of J, 
I 
their residence. Before the issue of permit, the priest in i•· __ 
I the parish of the candidates is required to announce the names'' 
... 
of the prospective bride and groom in the church, or to demand~ 
I.-
sufficient evidences to the effect that the couple have not 1 \ 
I 
any previous marital relations with other persons, or any close 
relation to each other. Marriage is allowed beyond the third \ 
I -==----~-=====================~! == 
I
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i II .~~ 1· cousin.--~ After these :!:'acts are satis:f:'actcrily determined, the '"~ 
II priest sends a petition to the Archdiocese in New York, inclu- :: 
• 
II ding the certi:f:'icate of his finding, and the permission is i, 
of $10, as fee. Marriage, without permisl 
the permission is granted at the discre- I 
granted upon payment 
sion is void, unless 
tion of the Spiritual Court, composed of four highly educated I 
priests, appointed by the Archbishop. Intermarriage is not a1J 
lowed, unless the candidates agree to bring up their children 
' in the Greek Orthodox Church, and as members of the church. Al] 
marriage ceremonies must be performed in church, unless coming! 
to church is absolutely impossible. j 
The Greek Orthodox Chuz:_ch laws on divorce are as strict a.s 
I 
the issue of the permission for marriage. Divorce, given by 
the courts of the United States is not recognized, and the per~j 
sons who get such a divorce, are considered by the church, as I 
married; this fact prevents a second marriage to such people; 
before they get a divorce from the Greek church. The divorces·! 
are given by the Spiritual Court in the Archdioces in New York. 
The people who want divorce, apply for it to the priest in 
their home district, who tries through advice, to reconcile the: 
I 
parties and gives them time to think the matter over. Then, I 
afterwards, if he fails to reconcile them, he sends the United \ 
States Court divorce to the Archbishop, who turns over the mat~l 
ter to the Spiritual Court, and the d1 vorce may be granted by 
them, after the necessary fee is paid. People, who want to 
I live together again, after the divorce is granted to them, may , 
=·~:"'''C·''~''··===~r==·o·~ ·· 
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do so, upon new permission by the Arohdiooese, and new prayers 
are given to them by the priest. 
Supreme Vice-President Andronicos, District Governor Daldakes and other Ahepans attending 
convention at Butte, Montana 
• 
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CHAPTER III 
SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS 
It was the aim of the preceding pages to help the reader I 
to understand that the Greeks, either because they are not sa-l 
tisfied with American institutions and American ways of 11 ving !I 
and in general, are not pleased with the machine civilization i 
their race and their country, which made them want to remain 
Greeks, organized the communities which have already been dis-
cussed. But among these people, as among the people of other , 
I 
nationalities, there were some who were not satisfied with the 
church, because of its over conservatism. They thought, and 
still think that the church alone, would not be able to accom-
plish the aims and expectations of Greek people in general. 
They dreamed of Greek nation-wide organizations of large and j 
small clubs and chapters, to help the communities and the chur~l 
ches, and on special occasions, such organizations as the Pan- I 
Hellenic Association and others have been established. As in j
1 
!j the case of the Pan-Hellenic Association, some of these first I 
organizations disappeared and in their place, better ones were 1 
! 
established. Originally, such organizations as the above men- I 
tioned and other relief organizations were formed to raise 
1 funds to help the Greek government, which was at war, and the 
1
1 I 
l) country in general, where the condi tiona were not very pleasant'. 
li The connections and assistance of the Greeks in America to j 
•ccc. _,,, '"'~"T~"'''""~''"'~'~"'"'~~~~,,~~-'~"~'-~~- _ 1· 
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!i 
their home land and relatives, will be discussed later. 
The aims of these organizations, however, have changed 
i 
;! 
i: 
li 
!, 
f$ 
within the last ten years. The Greeks in America began to think 
of themselves, more and more, and of their relatives at their 
home country, less and less. As economic conditions in America! 
became more pressing, the Greeks began to think of their own j, 
I' future, more and more. As the idea of remaining in this coun- 1l 
try was fixed in their minds, organizations to take care of 
their own children and of themselves; of their own poor, and to 
help their own adjustment to their environment, that is to s~, 
to Americanize themselves, were established. So a number of 
! 
small clubs and nation-wide organizations, independent or inter~ 
dependent, related to each other and to the church, were organ- I 
ized. All these clubs can be separated into four classes, ac- r 
cording to their predominant aims, although their activities 
are very much alike. These are (1) the associations which are 
formed to help their own needy, (2) to help adjust themselves 
to American customs, (3) to help their particular town or vil- 11 
I
I 
lage in Greece by maintaining a school or a hospital there, as l 
the case may be, and ( 4) to help enter political life. These ,J 
organizations are discussed in more detail presently, with spe-~~~~~ 
cial reference to those in Boston. 
/! 
Philanthropic Societies /1 
l. Greek Ladies' :Benevolent societies. Shortly a:tter the I 
li 
communi ties were organized, the Greek ladies who have been al- \! 
\t ways doing their share of work in their homes, because they didj: 
- - --- --"- =it==--'=== 
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cc- ~-~~-1 ~:t-h~: enough work at home. ~:0 organized themselves into sot--
11 cieties, parallel to those of their husbands, a.nd helped in 1: 
I maintaining the communities where only men were accepted as mem~ 
I bars. These societies had twofold aims; namely, to help the 
I I church and school, and to take care of the Greek descent depend-
!, 
11 ent people. 
:I 
I, 
These societies were named after some famous Greek 
il lady as Demetra, Artemis, Sappho, etc., and they always have 
i\ ii the name of the locality, as the Greek Ladies' Society of Boston 
II 
:j Cambridge, and so on, ending with the name of the society. 
I Their activities are similar to those of communities, a.nd de-
l 
rl 
IJ rive the :funds from annual balls, picnics, theatrical enter-
il 
li tainments, and annual dues of $2 each member. They issue no-
li tices a.nd :programs, by which they advertise the. affair. They 
li 
I ! always state on the :programs, the purpose of the affair. They 
i also state where they are aiming to give the money, for example 
II 
II 
lj 
II 
!I 
ij 
II 
II 
il 
II 
II 
!I 
I 
to the school, church, or the needy. Very often, due to the 
fact that the ladies have more time to spend on the affairs of 
their societies than men have, to care for their communities, 
the ladies are more successful in raising funds. This fact hasj 
been recognized for a long time, and now the ladies take active! 
parts in the affairs of the communities, also, such as selling 
tickets for church entertainments and social gatherings. 
The Greek Ladies' Society of Boston, whose membership va-
ries from 200 to 250, under the leadership of a very able woman 
!I :Mrs. Karamalles, have very often helped the great church of the 
il 
II .AnnUnciation. 
·==--==~=--'--=*= -
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It spent over $3,000 for the seats now in the 
r 
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church, and donated several times, large sums of money to the !l 
~ 
association. At present, they have donated the $2,500 with I' 
\, 
which the church is being decorated. Their donations, however~ 
are not limited to the church and school. Each Christmas and 
Easter, the Ladies' Society gives out baskets and checks to 
needy families. The goods which they distribute on these two 
occasions, are collected from the stores of Greek business men 
II in .Boston. A profit and loss statement of this society showed!/ . 
the following numbers for one year, ending May 31, 1930. 
Balance of Cash 
on hand. 
Annual :Ball 
Social Affairs 
J)_ona t ions 
liembershi:p Dues 
Church Collections 
$ 833.71 
1051.20 
672.71 
46.00 
396.00 
260.83 
Helps in cash 
Helps in Goods 
Donations to Church 
of .Annunciation 
Donation to Schools 
Miscel. E:x::penses 
Cash on hand, 
:May 31, 1930. 
$ 555.50 
98.66 
485.00 
70.00 
670.73 
1421.78 
I··· 
I 
I 
!I 
I! 
li 
II 
II ,, 
II 
$3301.67 I 
In December, 1931, the general assembly of the represent- I 
I 
Miscellaneous, Inc. 41.22 
$330!.67 
t ~ a. ives of Greek communities authorized the ~chdiocese to give11 
.. I· 
unified by-laws to these ladies' societies, with only one pur-1) 
1: 
:pose of hel:ping the needy families, or to establish others, in)! 
i! 
case the societies would. not accept the :pro :posed. by-laws. They \j 
were to be called the "Greek Ladies' Elilo:ptohos Society, u J! 
II 
with their headquarters in the Archdiocese in New York, and 
with the Archbishop himself, as president. The purpose of 
these organizations is to take care of needy Greek families 
I 
i 
I 
orj: 
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single persons in America, of the sick, widows, orphan children; 
to help sick people enter hospitals, and to help old men and 
women into old age asylums, to help get jobs for Greek people, 
etc.. The Greek Ladies• Society in Boston immediately accepte~l 
these by-laws, changed its name to "Philoptohos" and limited 1
1 
"'" 
I 
I 
11
1
/ In addition, they 
its donations and help to needy families; yet the activities 
and methods of raising funds are the same. 
I are allowed to 
II 
I! ,.· 
have collections in the church, once in a while .iL . 
li· The I, 
II · .. ,. 
profit and loss statement at the end of its first year as 1 · " ( 
i "'. 
'I II "Philoptohos" showed the following accounts on January 31, 19aa1~ 
!i 
II 
II 
Cash on hand 
Jan. 1,1932 
Membership Dues 
Income Expenses 
$ 659.19 
261.00 
Help to needy 
in Cash 
Help in Goods 
'I II Church Collections 496.94 
II t 
Help to Prisoners 
Jl Dona ions 
II Annual Ball 
I! 
II 
II 
Special Contri-
bution. 
Miscellaneous 
56.00 
475.01 
421.22 
475.55 $2844.91 
Christmas Gifts 
Expenses 
Cash in Bank, 
Jan. 1~ 1933 
$1296.17 II 
83.08 
76.00 
23.30 
615.56 
750.80 
$2844.91 
I 
I' 
II 
II 
11 
" !
/Ill Self-Interest Promoting Societies 1 
II This type of Greek society can be divided into small loca1ll 
II clubs and to nation-wide lerge organizations with hundreds of 11 
!! chapters. The first class includes such associations as of I 
l youngsters in "Nine Muses", athletic clubs, mostly f'ound in NewiJ 
i li 
1 York, the musical club, "Pythagoras", the Hellicon.in New York 1~ ! I I and Boston. The second class includes, and is wholly comp.osed 
1 
II of the two clubs, namely, ABEI'A and GAPA. The musical and ath-1 
•, 
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~ letic clubs are self-explanatory, and do not need any elabora- 'i 
tion. The others will be taken one by one, as found in Boston~ 
1. Nine Muses and other Students' Clubs. This club was 
organized in February, 1928, by a group of Greek descent girls,ii 
·! 
for the purpose ot maintaining the Greek language, of helping 
needy girls, of developing the mentality of the members througn 
debates, and artistic entertainments, and of developing friendJI 
l ll ly relations between the members of the association. The girljj 
are accepted as members when they reach the age of sixteen, an~ 
remain so until they get married, when automatically, they be- I 
come members of the Ladies' Philoptohos Society. This club, 
which has a history of only five years, has worked along the I 
same line and has applied the same methods of raising fUnds, as 
the ladies• association. ·The number of members, however, is I 
declining, due to numerous reasons, namely, to the lack of con-I 
I fidenoe of parents in the association, the restrictions upon 1 
I the activities of the girls in the club imposed by the parents,! 
in regard to their behavior and to the tact that the girls 
themselves, are not satisfied. Probably due to their limited 
education, they cannot co-operate very well. Nevertheless, 
this association of youngsters, donated over $2,000 to the 
Church of Annunciation, and they always succeed in their at-
I 
I 
fairs. The club is celebrating its fifth anniversary, this com~ 
il ing last week o:f' February. On this oooasio~, Miss Xaraba.tsou, 11 
the president of the club for the last two years, issued a r 
i 
statement which reads as follows: "The Nine .Mu.ses 11 is composedi 
li 
!I -·~-===1r==:=~~======:."====::=========~=====+==== 
1. Constitution and B.Y-laws of Nine Muses, Article 2nd. 
78 
of Greek girls of New England with headquarters in Boston. 
was founded five years ago, by a group of prominent Greek wo- : 
men of Boston, headed by Mrs. Karamalles of Belmont, who is the 
li 
I' 
club's advisor. The members are accepted on their recommenda-! 
I 
I 
tiona of some other members, and are considered for their cul- I 
,I 
;j 
i ture and refinement. It has since progressed and is highest 11 
11
i in rating of Greek girls organizations of the United States. ~~ 
' Its success is due to the wonderful co-operation of the offi- I 
II ,1 I, cers and members who play a very important part in all. Greek 
1 
II fUnctions. Through their efforts, the organization has pro- I 
lj gre ssed with a membership of over seventy-five girls." It li 
Ji must be borne in mind, however, that many parents, for reasons /j 
peculiar to themselves, never allowed their daughters to join ji 
the club, and some girls withdrew from it because they were / 
I! 
!j not satisfied with its activities. 
Another similar club of professional men, women and stu- /1 
!I 
dents, was organized in Boston, some twenty-five years ago • li 
The aim of this club called "Hellicon", was to bring together, 11 
,! 
Since then, it has 11 
'I 
the Greek students in American colleges. 
very often arranged series of lectures and addresses for the lj 
enlightment of the people, and has helped quite a few students li 
lr 
'I 
in colleges. Du.e to the fact that the members are of all ages~1 
from the youngest, sixteen year old college student, to over 
fifty year old professional men, the social affairs of the 
II 
II 
li 
I club have not been very promising. The last two or three years 
1
1
'1 li the club did not show progress, and had failed in many of its )) 
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social programs. This year, however, it is very successful un-
,, 
der the leadership of Mr. Vukuvalas, its president. :; The annual' 
dues are one dollar. There are two other similar clubs bearing 
. i' 
the same name, one in Berkeley, California, and one in New Yorkl 
r City. The most energetic is that of New York, which has helpe~ 
students in colleges, and arranged debates and lectures very 
often. It is interesting to know that very few of the members 
of the Hellicon in Boston, show interest in the affairs of the 
Greek community. Other less important student clubs appear in 
some colleges from time to time, but soon they go out of exis-
tence, either because the members graduate and leave the col-
lege or they are too busy with classes to care for the club. 
~ch a Greek student's organization in Massachusetts 
was heard of two years ago, but it is forgotten now. 
Te chnologyi 
I, ~ 2 • .AHEPA and GAPA. One of the largest and most signifi-
cant self-interest promoting societies of Greek Americans in 
the United States is AHEPA, and another is GAPA. Each letter 
in these names stands for a word and the names are condensed 
sentences which tell to some extent, the purpose of the organi-
zation. Thus, American Hellenic Educational Progr~ssive Asso-
' ciation, and the other one, Greek American Progressive Associa-
tion, are widely known for their activities. Each of these as-
sociations will be taken separately, in the order of their im-
portance and their organization will be discussed in further 
detail, although their activities and methods o:f procedure a.re ,I 
very similar. It is believed that AHEPA is the older and richer 
I! 
I 
80 
,, 
il 
Association. In general, it is believed that the members of i 
AHEPA are better educated than those of G.APA, although it is a I 
recognized fact that GAPA is more interested in the affairs of / 
the Greek communi ties than AHEPA. !1 
I! 
J1 
AHEPA. The American Hellenic Jlliucation Progressive As so- II 
i' 
ciation was born in July, 1922, in a Greek church in Atlanta, 11 
I 
Georgia. A group of Greek people gathered in the hall of that II 
church, set the principles upon which this association has 
I 
flourished ever since. These principles and objects of the as-1! 
'I 
sociation are set forth in a :pamphlet of thirty-one pages, cal-11 
The 1j led the Constitution and by-laws of the Order of AHEPA. 
I 
most important aims of this organization, as set forth in the 1 
I 
constitution are: 11To promote and enc·ourage loyalty to the Unil 
ted States of America; allegiance to its flag; support its con-i 
stitution; obedience to its laws and reverence for its history I 
and tradition; to promote throughout the world, and especially ! 
in the United States of .America, a better and more comprehen- lj 
sive understanding of the Hellenic Peoples and Nation, and to ,
1 revive, cultivate, enrich and marshal into active service for JJ 
humanity, the noblest attributes and highest ideals of true il 
'I 
li 
II 
!I 
Rellenicism; to labor in every manner possible, and to utilize 
every means available for the perfection of the moral sense in 
I' 
members; to promote good fellowship among them; and to en- jl 
i' 
j its 
-'jt -
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~ 
dow them with a s:piri ted altruism, common understanding, mu.tuaJ.· 
benevolence and helpfUlness; and to point out to them, in un- I 
mistakable methods, the advantage of education, the beauties o:r:; 
1 
sacrifice and the deformities of selfishness." Other objects 
mentioned in the constitution are to show the advantages of ci-
tizenship, to arouse interest in the :political affairs of the 
United States, to help its members adjust themselves to Ameri-
can institutions, to encourage its members to participate in 
the :political, civic, social, and commercial fields of human 
endeavor, and always to work for their betterment and the bet-
terment of society. 
With these noble objects as the goal, the order of AHEPA 
began to :progress, step by step, educating and enrolling mem-
bers in its chapters to fight the good fight of humanity. In 
the course of ten years, it marshalled under its standards, 
over 300 chapters with an approximate enrollment of 40,000 
Greeks, or Americans of Hellenic ancestry, as they call them-
selves. In every large city of the United States and Canada, 
there is a chapter of the order of AHEPA. During these last 
ten years, the association has been educating Greek Americans 
and has helped in bringing about the unification of Greek Orthor 
doxy under the banner of the Archdiocese of the eastern Greek 
Orthodox Church in New York. It has made a considerable adver-
tisement of itself and the Greek people, through which the con-
tribution of Greek Americans to American civilization is being 
realized. It has been a :pioneer in many praiseworthy under-
-
1. Constitution and by-laws of the Order f Ah o epq. p.5-6 
/,'::.<·· \~O:'p~ , 
8.2 
takings, such as in self-help, because it is the first and only 
organization in America, composed largely of foreign born, and' 
1 ' 
dedicating itself to the task of self-.Americanization. !, 
I' This association helps to support Greek institutions, ~~ 
where the greatness of Hellenism are taught and contributes inl 
dollars to Greek churches and schools. It led four excursions j 
to Motherland, "Hellas 11 and one to the head of Orthodoxy in il 
Constantinople, last year. Through its monthly magazine, it II 
creates a desire in its members to visit Greece, regularly. ThJI 
association, at present, is getting ready for a fifth excursioJ 
to sail from Boston on March 14, next. Through these ex cur- il 
sions, the association on one hand, gives opportunity to its I 
members, to visit their relatives, and on the other, it tries 
to bring into direct relationship, the two countries, princi- I 
pally related in their pol! tical views, 111lellas, the noble mo- I 
II 
IJ 
ther of all democratic institutions, and America, the proud 
1 
daughter and champion of the same." 
These excursions are stimulated by organized propaganda, 
aiming to the financial support of their motherland, Rellas, 
I 
I 
i 
through pouring ~ds into the markets in Greece. The average I 
i) 
number of people joining the excursion is 800 to 1,000, and 
1 
expenditure is $2,000 for each. 
the it 
)J 
Ji 
The supreme president of the Order of AHEPA, a prominent II 
II 
Greek lawyer, Mr. Booras, and the rest of the members are very 11 
II. active. Some of the activities of this association are annual II 
parties, balls, banquets, and conventions. (see picture on p.83) 
)! 
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Ilon. Franklin D. Roosevelt, photographed with officials of Delhi Chapter No. 25, a.fter 
!tis initiation by them into the Order of Ahepa 
District Governor George E. Cassimatis placing wreath on monument of American Legion at Newport, 
R. 1., during convention of District No. 3. Others in the group are R ev. C. Stephopoulos; A. Apos· 
tolides, chairman of the committee; Rev. Michaelides, of Pawtucket, R. 1.; Archdeacon P. Comnenos, 
and His Crace, the Archbishop of orth and outh America, Athenagoras 
84 
To understand the extent of these activities, it is necessary 
to mention that the association spent $75,000 to $100,000 for 
each one of the ten conventions it has had; each of the chap-
I 
! 
ters spends an average of $4,000 yearly, for halls, clubrooms, ji 
i 
equipment, patrols, degree teams, etc., and $10,000 each for I 
charities, schools, churches, etc •• The expenses of the Supreme 
Lodge :for the last ten years amounts to an average o:f $75,000 II 
1 I, 
per year. The annual dues per member is $10. In view of these 
figures, one can understand the greatness of the .Ahepa Temple, II 
"which will live forever, serving America, serving Hallas, ser-
1 
ving mankind." The official language of the association is the\ 
English, although great efforts have been made recently, to in-11 
troduce the Greek language in the conventions. J 
The Sons of Pericles. Four years after the establishment ) 
of the Order of Ahepa, in January, 1926, the Ahepans felt the 
need of organizing the boys over fifteen, and under twenty-one, 
years old. They organized the Junior Order of .Ahepa, called 
the Order of Sons of Pericles. These youngsters are trained in 1 
the ideals of the Ahepa and at the age of twenty-one. they are 
I 
accepted as members of Ahepa. Their activities are very simil~ 
to those o:f the Order o:r Ahepa, and are under the protection o:r 1
1 
and the guardianship of .Ahepa. They are organized into teams IJ 
and maintain bands. The Ahepans, as well as the Sons of Pericl~s 
e have special costume, with a tassle on their hat and blue belt. 'I 
I 
The pledge of the Sons of Pericles reads as follows: "It is 11 
our earnest wish and desire to inculcate in our various chapterJ 
I 
1. Booras, The Ahepa, August, 1932 
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the principles of true manhood; to promote the moral welfare 
of all our members; to stimulate and encourage scholarship; to. 
prescribe obedience to all authority; to encourage loyalty to 
1 
an active interest in the community, where they may be located' 
to foster a democratic and friendly spirit between our members 
and all others with whom they may be associated; and to 
among our members, a true loyal and lasting friendship.n 
youngsters are very active and loyal to their club. 
they give dances, and other entertainments. (see p. 86) In 
Boston, they meet in the hall of the Hellenic Association on 
the corner of Ruggles and Parker Streets. 
GAPA. Gapa is the second largest association, with over 
250 chapters, all over the United States and Canada. It was 
organized in 1926, by some people who left Ahepa because they 
thought it was an anti-Greek society. It must be noted that 
GAPA, in contrast to .AHEPA, has the ".G" first, which stands 
Greek, and the first "A" in Ahepa, stands for American. The 
terpretation of G A P A is Greek American Progressive Associa-
tion, and it is said to be more Greek than Ahepa. In fact, 
Gapa paid more attention to schools and churches than Ahepa 
did, and very frequently, gave prizes and Christmas gifts to 
school children ~n spite of the fact that membership dues to 
Gapa are less than in Ahepa, and consequently, it has less 
funds. The membership of Gapa is a little over 30,000, though ~ 
they are more active than the members of Ahepa. Each member 
pays $6 dues annually, as contribution to the association. The 
86 
\Vide World Photogra1>h 
FORTY-8ICIT'l' 8NTE\!F.NT L BONDS WITH CREJ:CI~ 
Enoncs, memh r of the Presidential Guard, enter the Stadium in Athens bearing flags of 
each Commonwealth of the United tatcs, pre ented by their governors to the Pre ident of U1e 
Ilcllcnic Republic and rarried in parade at a welcome to the Greek Section of the merican 
Legion. 
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'1 official language is Greek, and the association is trying to 
[l 
have the Greek language spoken and learned as mu.ch ·as it is jl 
1
1 possible, the reason being that the Greek Orthodox religion is 
!1 
_[j dependent upon the Greek language. Greek Orthodoxy L1 turgy is il 
:1 written in Greek and unless the people know Greek, they will \I 
li il not go to church. 
11 
, 
/j The Junior Gapans were organized in 1929, under the aus- :1 
Ji picas of Gapa. Children as young as thirteen years old were 1J 
!! admitted, and training with them began through games and other\\ 
J\ il lj boy scout activities. For two or three years, these Junior !I 
t: r ii Gapans were heard widely, but with the dei>ression, the organi- 1! 
'I I' 
!I 
ll ij 
I! ,, 
li 
il 
il 
!t 
!I 
I 
'I 
II 
II 
:I 
:I 
!i 
li 
II 
il 
!I 
'I !I 
;I 
i 
zations of these youngsters suffered, and are not heard of so ti 
I! 
il 
much at present. The Gapa established ma.IJy women's clubs and 1: 
chapters of Gapa, for the purpose of helping in the mainten-
!I 
I! 
,I 
Ji 
ance of church and schools. This association, in contrast to !i 
I 
Ahei>a, which never accei>ted women as members, paid much atten- li 
1: 
I 
il tion to organizing the Greek women. Thus, in a very short 
'I 
time, everywhere in .America, Ladies • Chapters were established~! II 
each of which bears some name of a famous old lady, as Demetra,!\ 
I; 
Sappho, Artemis, Athena, etc., of the Greek mythology. The 
object of these female chapters of Gapa, is to get in direct 
contact with Greek educational institutions and to help them 
financially. They raise funds through annual balls, picnics, 
[1 
!I 
I! 
'I li 
[I 
II 
I! 
'I 
and other entertainments; they hold regular meetings and have II 
lectures of educational character. ' I 
' I 
I 
I 
... 
'r' 
The activities of the Gapa are similar to those of Ahepa. i 
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They organize excursions to Greece for the same reason that 
Ahepans do, and have yearly conventions for the election of' 
f'icers. ~e last convention of the association was held in 
of'! 
~ li 
11 Boston, during the third week of' J~y, 1932, and during this 
time, they were very active, visiting the different parts of' 
the city, and paying tributes to distinguished .American-Greeks, 
patriots, as Michael Anagnos, George Dilboy, etc.. The clips 
on the next page show some of' the activities of' the associa-
tion, during its convention. 
Patriotic Societies 
I The patriotism of' the Greek people is an evident fact, i~~ 
I lustrated in their history through the ages. The American 
Greeks, early in 1900, and even before that time, in addition I 
to the financial help of individuals to their relatives in 
Greece, began to organize t~emselves into brotherhoods, for the 
purpose of' helping their ~artic~ar town, city or village in 
Greece. Greeks from one village, or from one district in 
Greece, established clubs ap.d brotherhoods under the name of 
the village or to\v.n of their birth. Thus, the Brotherhood of I 
Vassareon, of vrestheniton, of' C~reon; the Pan-Cretan SocietyJI 
I 
the .4,rcadicos Association, the Kastorian Club, and many ot:te r I 
similar associations came to existence. Originally, these I 
brotherhoods were inde~endent of each other and the brother- \1 
hood of Vassareon, for example, in New York, was not connected,\ 
I, 
with the brotherhood of' Vassareon in Boston. During the last \! 
ten or twelve years, s unification ot these clubs took place, ~ 
II 
II 
II 
\! ,I 
Greek-Americans Place 
Two Memorial Wreaths 
Delegate~ In lht> Greek•.\merkan 
ProgTe~el e · Al!•ot-latlnn national ,·pn-
'entlon, now In l!sslnn laere, hon~>red 
two decl'a ed Amerl<an. of c:reel.! 
?•rentage yeAtetday hy pl.:t lng wreath-• 
on their Btatue • One wns t ha\t o( 
head or the Gr~ek Orthodox hurc-h !n 
lh nlted !'tale and c'ana<la. the 
~~~IPgatcs went first to Some1 tile City 
Hall. and held hr eJ oration <>xerdse. 
in front or lh ()Jlbo' t&lUP, A!ltl lhen 
motore.t to Watertov.n t the l'erkintc 
Institution ground , wheu\ th y paid " 
nular trihute to Anagno 
Tonlgh f the annual d nner or thl' 
BELIEVES MAYOR I 
Although makln~r It le tb e 
11ot brinlrinc any prom •e f1 om 
Ma)'or, he aid that If he Yia. 
;ludge nf. the ml11d &lit\ opinion of 
~ayor Curley, he would ee that GtMk u taucht 1n the public s hoolll ot 11 ell)•. ''.And Boeton will ha the tlr t elty In merJctL to 'l,la~e G e~ in tb JlubUC chool c:urrleulum, ' he concluded. Conry'• Temarks wer. loudly IIJ>plllud· 
eel. They follow d an e po!!ltl011. ot 
the purpMel! of thfl Greek- mar c.~tn 
J>rogre l! \'& Alllloclallon, paramount of 
hlch 1 • ill! cam)lalgn to rpetuata th 
Grel'k tan uag , and h ~e It taught 
n the 11 boola of the country. 
t'n Two Schools Only 
Tb re are ju.;t two hoot• In the Bos-
on public , tem w b eh no tea b 
rj!ek. The • are the Boston Latin 
chonl. which teadtu lt to about 3JO 
oys In the tnth, lllh and 12th gradell, 
nd tht~ Glrb' L tin School, wllleh 
ea<'he I to a much ~mailer number. 
Sup rlntendent nf hool Patrick T 
Campbl'll laPt night pointe.! nut that the 
Latin School ltall taught l.ireek for th 
pa t 3(10 )'4.'BTII In Boston, and that BOll-
loll "a~ the flr•t city to t ach It In a 
public .school. But be doubted that It 
t\f!r would becqme part of the pneral 
hool curriculum hll.l'e. 
Ceremony Ia Hotel Ballroom 
ll:bael naiJtlo!, or nagno lopouln , 
eeeond director of the Perklras I Mtltu· 
tlon for the Blind, at Waterto\\ n. ThP 
other was that ot George J)tlhn), r.on-
-'eallolUII Ml'dal or Honor hero or the 
• 11\' nllon, "lth lil'e k J--------~-------..;;.;. __ 
World Wu, In l'lomervllle 
LeCI by rchbl hop 
Chnr I tnlpo : monpouiM, 
,\thenagnra" and MA\ol 
g11 t~ ot honor 
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and at present, they work together. All the clubs from one lo-
cality in Greece, but in different cities in the United States, 
have a central office in New York, Boston, or Chicago, which 
has many branches in different cities. This central office us~ 
ually comes in direct conduct with the work they do, whatever ' 
they are, and the branches contribute to these central offices, 
a per cent of their proceeds. Following, is a description of 
the activities of two of these brotherhoods to serve as a sam-
ple of all the rest. 
1. Vassa.ra Society of Boston. "Dionysos". Vassara Socia 
of :Boston was established in Boston, in 1901, and rrvassara and ~ 
Verria Society of New York" in 1922. These two associations I 
I 
1 were merged into one, in 1931, called "Brotherhood of Va.ssario-1 
I 
ton "Dionysus." The two independent societies worked for many I 
years, isolated from each other, but for the same cause. T.he 
older one in Boston, helped in the establishment of the Greek 
community in Boston, and contributed $100 to the church. On 
other occasions, the society contributed to Patria.rchon of Jer- 1 
usalem, Pa.triarchon of Constantinople, each $100, end built the 
road connecting Sparta and Tripoles. This road cost the asso-
ciation over $12,000. The membership of this club in Boston, 
is between 55 and 65, and has never, probably, exceeded 100. 
1 
"The society always stood ready to help any common cause and it. 
really succeeded in its aims," said one of its members, Mrs. 
Ana.stasoJ;loulou. 
For the purpose of better, effective, and easy work, the 
ll 
j, 
Il
l,. r 
I' 
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l
j society joined its twin in New York, and they now are working 
t.;;j·· 
together for a common good. The objects of the Brotherhood, as 
stated in the second article of its constitution, are to promote 
usefUl works in the villages of Vassara and Verria, in Greece, 
to take care of the needy members of the association, to bring 
1 into direct contact, the members, to educate and create between 
them, a sense of security, to develop good relations between 
the members of the association and the American public, and las-
tly, to induce and he.l:p the members of the association, to be- j 
I come citizens of the United States.1 The funds for the accom- I 
I I' 
1 plishments of these objects are derived from membership dues, 
l which are $12 annually, for each person, enrollment tee of $3, 
I donations ot members, special contributions, and similar acti- I 
· vities. The central office is in New York, and any contribution 
II 'I is made through this office. The branch in New York derives 
large sums of money from annual balls, but the Boston branch 
has not been successful in this type of activity, or in picnics,. 
I which are held for enjoyment only. The l3rotherhood, at presentJI II 
I is engaged in bringing water to Vassara, where it is needed 
very badly. The approximate cost of this work is estimated to 1/ 
\i be $10,000. 1 
2. Pan-Cretan society. The American Greeks !rom Crete, all 
though in greater number than those from Vassara, organized I 
themselves after 1915. During the first fifteen years, inde-
1 
:pendent clubs were established in cities where the numbers of 
~- _ l~retans warranted such establishments. In 1930, there were 
'I 
1. Constitution of "Vassara Society, Dionysuau :page 2 
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fourteen such associations, with an average membership ot 200 
people each, and in the same year all ot them merged into a 
Pan-Cretan Society with the central office in Chicago, but 
working center in New York. The activities of the society are 
very much like those of the "Vassara Society", described above, 
and its constitution states the same objects as that of Vassa-l! 
ra. The preamble of the constitution of the society is inter-IJ 
eating. "We, the Cretans of Boston, being wholly aware of thell 
II necessity of establishing better relations ~etween ourselves, jl 
and of the systematic and more profitable fulfillment of our 
moral obligations to each other and to our own birth place, I, 
1 
establish this society called "Pan-Cretan Society, Radamathys'! jJ 
The name of this association is written in the table of 
the great benefactors, of the great church of the Annunciation! 
in :Boston. It has contributed to religious and national cau- II 
sea, large sums of money, and takes care of its needy members, J1 
I 
regularly. It often contributes to the maintenance of hospi- I 
tala, orphanages, old-age asylums, and clinics in Crete, and 1 
I>aid occasionally, to Cretan needy families, $10 or $15 each. ~~~-, 
Last year, the society paid the ticket of two of its members 
II 
to go back home as they were not doing well in America, and IJ' 
the hospital and funeral dues of another of its members. It II 
contributed to the establishment of the Pan-Hellenic As so cia- I' 
tion of America, which is dissolved at present, and thrOUgh I 
its active member, .Mr. Maliotes, who was the president of the Jl 
Greek-American democratic club, brought the Cretans into better 
., - - -
1. Constitution of Pan-Cretan Society 
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relation and acquaintance with the American public. 
\' 
., . 
Political Clubs 
The Greek :people, according to many writers, are :politi-
cal minded. Among the Balkan :people, the Greeks are the peo-
ple most interested in :politics and as one of their poet~'ex- ~~ 
:pressed himself, they prefer to be in hell with politicians, 
where they will have somebody with whom to discuss politics, 
than to be in Heaven, without questions o:f :political nature. 1 
In spite of this fact, the Greeks were slow in developing a. :po-l 
litical conscience in America, due to the fact that it took 
them a longer time than it did other nationalities, to decide 
whether they should remain in America. But once they decided, 
soon they :progressed in their organization of :political groups 
which brought about the establishment of two parties in 1927 
I 
I 
and 1931, in accord with the American :political :parties. The 11 I. 
American Greeks are no longer a group of :people, susceptable td! 
exploitation by American politicians, and campaign :promises i1 
! 
mean little to them. They read politics and form their own 
opinions beforehand. Under the leadership of the American-
Greek political leaders, who are the presidents of the clubs, 
they came to the polls united, in the last election. 
It is impossible to tell the number of American-Greeks 
I 
I, 
I' 
·I 
I 
II 
holding public offices, but it is believed they are o:f a great II 
II number. Mr. Loumos, Mr. Lolos, and Mr. George Demeter, the jl 
~I 
last, elected member of the House of Representatives of Yassa- I! 
chusetts, are good friends of Governor Youngman, and Mr. Ma.lio-j! 
r I 
n 
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li tes, Mr. Chilimidos, and Mr. Pappas, the last, on the Board of 
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Immigration Committee in Boston, are good friends of Governor 
Ely. The presence of American Greek patriots among the Ameri-
can population, in general, is being felt, and many governors 
and state officials are attending the Greek-American socials. \I 
On January 25, last, the Greek-American Democratic Club of Bos- 1) 
ton, gave a Victory Ball in honor of Governor Ely. Over 800 I 
couples attended this social in the Statler Hotel in Boston, 
including Governor El.y, himself', and:·other state of:t'icials. 
The organization o:t' these two Greek-American political 
cl.ubs, one Re:publ.ican,, and the other, Democratic, has taken 
! 
I 
I 
I 
li 
I' 
II 
'I 
II 
place only within the last seven years. Under the leadership I 
of Mr. Loumos, an attorney-at-law, who is the president of the I 
I' 
club, in 1927, the Greek-American Republican Club was organized~ 
II 1: The office of this club is in Boston, and is headed by Mr. Lou-li 
mos, president, and Mr. Terzis, secretary. It has seven br~- II 
ches in New Englam, which are visited by Mr. Loumos, occasion-!/' 
. I 
ally, with other American co-politicians. The Democratic Club lj 
1 s headed by llr. Chilimidos. It was organized in 1930, and. has 11 
seventeen branches in New England. The object ot: these two I 
cl.ubs is identical, and their activities similar to each other; :! 
II 
there:t'ore, the statements of Mr. Loumos, the president o:t' the 
Greek-American Republican Club, will be suf:t'icient to explain 
the political movement of Greek-Am~ricans in Massachusetts, as 1 
The membership in the Greek Republican Club is over ~~ 
3, 000 voters, and the dues are only one dollar a.nnuall.y. The 11 
a whole. 
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club issues a quarterly bulletin stating the nature of movement:', 
il 
'I and it is believed that very soon, it will be issued every (: 
month. The club is chartered by the State Republican Party, I 
but it· is an inde~endent club, and has always ~aid ita own cam-11 
~aign ex~enaes. (see p. 93) Its activities consist of monthly 
lectures and dinner ~artiea, which distinguished American ~arty 
leaders attend. I 
1. Previous to 1930, the club admitted only men over 25 
years of age, but this ~olicy has been changed and attention 
has been given to induce young men of Greek descent, between 
the ages of 21-25, to Join the club. ~he obJeot of the olub isl 
I to enroll 10,000 voters--which they ex~ect to accompliSh in two 
yea.rs,--and then to form a Federation of these clubs, which 
will have over twenty branches in New England. To this effect, 
in October, 1932, a convention was held in the hall of the Hel-
lenic Association, where representatives of the existing Greek-
American~Republican Clubs were present. The Federation to be 
established, will be admitted to the American Republican Federa~ 
tion of Massachusetts, and the convention voted to work to this 
end. As Mr. Loumos is on good terms and very friendly with thejl 
leaders in the Republican Federation of Massachusetts., it is bef 
lieved the admittance will not meet serious dtlfieulties. II 
In connection with this, the following announcement a~~eari 
ed in the Boston Globe: "Mr. Laumos has been organizing Greek 
Republican Clubs in :Massachusetts, during the past eight years.
1
1 
He said the organization would encourage younger citizens of jl 
,I 
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take active interest in :poli-
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The object of the club, according to Mr. Loumos, is to 
get the Greek :peo:ple behind a political :power; to enable them 
li 
to become good citizens, to arouse their interest in politics; il 
to encourage them to become good citizens, and join the G. A. 11 
R. Club, and by that, to help each other. The club hel:ped II 
:1 over 1, 000 Greek :pe o:ple to 
!: 
II 
get their citizenship, and over 200/! 
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cases were handled by Mr. Loumos, personally. It must be no- j 
I 
ted, that through this club, many Greeks were a:ppointed to I>U-!1 
i 
blic :positions, such as Mr. Philip Terzis, Assistant Deputy 
Collector, Mr. Laumos, Public Administrator, etc •• "I :feel 
the duty of an.y Greek is to get behind the Greek-American Re-
:publican Club, because the Greeks are :predominantlY Republi-
I 
II \, 
I 
I. 
cans, and because the state is a Republican State. 
il 
I' 
We were 1! 
I! 
election, but soon, !I 
I 
defeated by the 18th amendment in the last 
we shall assume the :power again," said Mr. Loumos, in a s:pe- lr 
II' I 
cial conference, concerning this question. 
2. The Greek-American Democratic Club is younger than 
I' II 
II 
thejl 
.I 
i! Greek-American Re:publican Club, and can show few accom:plish- i! 
fl 
!i I: 
I 
menta; yet, the Greek Democrats seem equally enthusiastic 
about their organization, and are as active as their fellow 
I Republicans. (see p. 97) It has seventeen branches and over 
1,500 active members, although the total attendance of the 
club meetings in all its branches exceeds the 5,000. They 
II 
li 
d 
II 
rl 
II 
'I I, li 
li 
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II 
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American Republican Club does, and their objects are similar. 
Their difference is academic rather than practical. 
:. 
These two antagonistic Greek-American political clubs, re-11 
tain a spirit of co-operation. The attitude which they take II 
r 
against each other is remarkable. They believe in two parties / 
i 
and acknowledge the contribution of each to the political field1 
of America. Thus, in the words of Yr. Loumos, "both parties 
are essential for the sound government," and he, on one occa-
sion, in his lecture during the last campaign, advised the peo-
ple to take an interest in American politics, and join any one 
of the clubs. He was interested to get the Greek people into 
political thinking, rather than into his club. "I would rather ,I 
see him in the Democratic Club, than see him sitting back, un- ) 
I 
interested in politics." In the Victory l3all, above mentioned, \I 
d 
a good number of Greek-.AJnerica.n Republicans were in the hall, 11 
celebrating the victory of the Democrat, Governor Ely. In the \1 
state of llassachusetts, Mr. Demeter, a republican candidate, 11 
was elected in the House of Representatives of the State. Many 
Greek Democrats voted for Mr. Demeter, which is an indication I 
of the co-operation of the members of these Greek-American po- /! 
li tical clubs. "I a.m very pleased to say that I had the ful- il 
I 
lest support of the Greeks in my ward, of either political par-I 
II 
ties, in the last election; yet, the American vote put me.up, Ji 
because there are only a. few Greek votes in my district," stated 
'i 
Mr. George Demeter. \ 
I 
! 
! 
I 
I 
I 
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CHA:PTER IV 
THE GREEKS AND THE WICKERSHAM CRIME REPORT 
Statement of Facts 
i: 
The Greek Americans, contrary to the report of the Nation~ 
al Commission on crime, are obedient to the laws oX the United~~ 
States. Due to the fact that these people are engaged in the J1 
I 
kinds of business which bring them in contact with all types 1
1 of men and which are regulated by laws unknown in::·their native , 
land, such as restaurant Xood laws and restaurant employment jl 
' regulation, they are more apt to fall into pitfalls and to comil 
mit small felonies than individuals of other nations who are 1: 
II 
I' 
employed mostly in such places as factories or railroads, where. 
the laws are not felt so much. Thus, according to the Wicker-
sham report, the Greeks overrun few other nationalities. The 1\ 
1 1 
report shows 2274.3 arrests of Greek people per year, during Jj 
the years 1920-1924, and 1772.9 per year, during 1925-1929, pe~ 
ij 10,000 of Greek male population 21 years and over, charged with 
misdemeanors, as reported by the _Chicago police department. 
The number of arrests reported by the same agency in Chicago, 
charged with felonies per 10,000 of Greek male population 21 
years and over, was 204.7 per year during 1920-1924 and 154.9 
during 1925-1929. In 1930, there were 1,660 Greeks arrested 
for different charges in Boston, and 1,579 in the same year in 
Jersey City, New Jersey. 
Comparing these figures with the increase of Greek people 
in these cities, the following encouraging facts, in regard the; 
1. Wickersham Crime Report:~Natlonal. Comfuissiori'6n Law Obser-
Vance and Enforaement v~ 9- 10 Part II p. II3 
' 
II 
!I 
II 
I 
II 
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ll 
i decrease of criminal tendencies of these people, are revealed.; 
i' 
I In 1920 there were 8,713 male Greeks, 21 years and over, in 1 
fi i! Chicago, and the arrests per 10,000 for the same year were 1! 
204.7. In 1930, the number of Greeks in the same city in- II 
creased to 11,509, while the arrests per 10,000 decreased to 1
1 154.9 in 1929. As the report 
1 
indicates, the per cent of for- 11 
I 
eign born Greek male prisoners, 21 years or over, by offences, / 
'I 
is homicide, 3.9; rape, 2.5; robbery, 3.2; assault, 3.1; bur- \ 
glary; 1.0, forgery, 2.5; larceny, etc., 2.3; liquor, 2.5; drug 
l 
i 
I 
4.2; other, 3.7; of the total prisoners of all nationalities 
received in Federal and State prisons and reformatories during!) 
:I 
II 
lj 
II )! 
il 
:, 
1926. The Greeks, however, think that the Wickersham report 
is wrong, and attribute this mistake to a number of facts. 
They say that people of other nationalities may have registere~ 
,. 
at the police stations as Greeks, i:f they belonged to a Greek ;\ 
li 
Orthodox Church, and that the report did not make any distinc- !i 
li 
'I ,, 
!I tion between the seriousness of crimes, and thus allowed the 
•I 
misdeamenors of Greek people to inflate their criminal record. /i 
:[ 
While there may be some truth in the :first point, the validity!! 
of the latter is very questionable. 
" !j 
:, 
Other Facts 
In fact, the validity of these arguments of the Greeks 
cannot be denied because there are evidences to the contrary 
reported by American officials, (seep. 102). A Greek member 
1: 
II 
'I 
't 
II 
!I 
l1 
ll 
Iii 
I! 
of a gang in New York or Chicago, or any other city of the un1J! 
li 
:I 
I' II The arrests for drunke- ii 1j ted States, still remains to be seen. 
·=~==~~- - ===~========== ,, 
1. Wickersham Crime Report : :Na.tlorial.· .C6inml_a.a1'on·:. on Law Obser- i 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON 
My dear Mr. Catsonis: 
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August 10, 1932. 
I have had occasion frequently to commend 
the work of the Order of Ahepe. and am especially 
pleased to do so again on this.1ts tenth anni-
versary. Our·citizens of Hellenic descent bring 
with them the heritage of a glorious·: civilization 
which enriches our own. They are law-abiding, 
industrious and loyal to our institutions. They 
have demonstrated their patriotism both in ~eace 
and in war. They mal<:e splendid citizens and we 
are happy to have them in our midst. I will be 
obliged if you v~ ill ·express to the. delegates., in 
convention assembled at Baltimore my cordial 
greetings and good wishes .for the.continued success 
of the Order of ~1epa. 
Your,s faithfully, 
,..,_·, 
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• 
be remembered by a few Greeks who have been asked to this ef-
fect; yet, the statistics show the number of 246 women convicted 
I 
in the United States during the years, 1921-1927. 
What Others Say About The Attitudes of Greeks 
The children of Ureek descent are more obedient than chil-
dren of other nationalities. It was difficult to find any de-
finite statistical information in regard to the delinquency of 1 
I 
the Greek children, but Dr. Shimburgh, of the Judge Balcer b'oun-[
1 
dation in .Boston, was pleased to state: "we have very few casesll 
of Greek children; very few. I do not know whether they do not 
get in trouble, and are not caught, or they are taken to other II 
courts. 11 Most probably, due to the alert attention of the par-
I 
I 
ents and the teaching of the ureek church and schools, the I 
Greek descent children do not get in trouble. .Mr. Ashley of the 
city of Boston Welfare Department, in connect!. on with the above[ 
said; 11 In our investigation, vte find Greeks, honest and moral 
people." 
I 
~~I --··--·= 
I 
--·-----·-
I 
I 
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CHAPTER V 
GREEK PUBLICATIONS*CONNECTIONS WITH THE OLD COUNTRY 
Description ot the Papers. Almost all of the Greek people 
in America, although not very well educated, can read, to some I 
extent, their own langu.age. It is surprising to see three un- 1: 
employed old aged Greek men, all day long in the Public Library;~ 
digging into scientific books, without any aim, just tor en-
joyment. The cards on the Greek books in the shelves of the 
Boston Public Library, show the extent to which they have been 
I 
used. They are the most worn out cards probably in the 11 brary:~ 
/' 
Two internationally known Greek newspapers may be found in the II 
newspaper reading room of the library, namely; "Atlantis" and II 
the "National Herald". These are the oldest Greek daily publi-Ji 
cations in America, established over thirty years ago in New /1 
II York. These two publications, whose daily circulation exceeds j 
30,000 each, serve the Greek people in America, by publishing I 
the news of their associations and by advising them in every I 
way. Thus, once in a while, one may find a letter published inl 
a:n:y of them, stating how helptul the paper has been to the ,1 
writer of the letter, A survey of these papers for one week, I 
revealed the following facts. In the first page, the headlines~ 
'I 90 times out of 100, are news about the movement of the Greek ~~ 
cabinet in Athens, ~d the remaining ten times, the movement of 1\ 
the American, and other European governments. The half of the j
1 
same tirst page, contains telegrams from across, and the other / 
J 
il=--=· 
jl 
I 
' 
' 
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half, contains international news. The second page, mostly 
contains the movement of one of the Associations, .Ahepa or GapS:, 
~1 
the one which has some special affair during the days of the i! 
~ 
issue, or the activities of the Archdiocese and the .Archbishop,!( 
with the contents of the passage of the Bible read in the I 
In this/ church on Sunday, with an explanation of it following. 
page, the editor's notes and articles are found and few other 
important news items. 
The remaining six pages have news similar to those in Am-
erican papers. On the fourth and fifth pages, the news of the 
associations are published, such as an affair of an associa-
tion, an advertisement of another, or an invitation of another 
sent to its members. In a corner of a page, usually, short 
stories for the children are published; in another, the Greek j 
radio programs on the air; and in still another, some j ekes. 1\ 
'I I, 
The fifth page usually is a long story, or chapters of a famous:i 
book, such as Anna Karenina of Tolstoi, which continued for II 
many weeks. For the last three weeks, "Atlantis 11 has been re- I 
porting conditions in Russia, under the title "What a Reporter 
Saw in Russia." The names of the Greek doctors in New York and! 
I 
a few of the names of the lavcyers are advertised daily. The I 
papers do not have fUDllies, nor large advertisements, but they !· 
contain scientific investigations and reports of prominent peo-1
1 
ple on questions of international interest; no football team !J 
reports, but deeds of some heroes of science and humanity. I 
Each one of these two papers took a definite stand in the 
{ 
• 
,. 
Ji 
li 
li II 
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National Herald was democratic. As such, they of~ered some 
services to American political affairs, as an American paper, 
the Boston Traveler stated. In addition to the educational 
services to Greek .Americans,:these two :papers serve a.s links 
between the two countries. Through their news from Greece, 
they keep the interest in their home land of the Greeks in Am-
erica, alive. Steamers arriving from and departing for Greece, 1 
are always listed, and the impressions of those visiting the 
motherland are asserted to keep the rest of the people waiting 
the day when they may pay a visit to the land of ancient j1J 
culture. Once·in every two or three weeks, a summary of governl 
mental decisions, and other news from villages, in regard to 
the social life there, are published. 
Furthermore, these two pa:pers have helped in raising fundsjJ 
for public works in Greece, and on different occasions, they 11 
have contributed to various needs or the Greek nation and some 
particular city or town in Greece, or some Greek community in 
America. Two months ago, both papers closed their fund col-
lecting campaign for the earthquake struck people in Greece. 
Atlantis had collected $10,000 and the National Herald, $6,000 
in round numbers. At the same time, the National Herald was 
~leading another campaign to raise a fund. for the orphanage of 
II the Archdiocese, and collected the sum of over $40,000. In 
I 1930, they led another campaign for raising funds to help the 
==~~~thqnake--struck Corinthians. 
1 
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These two papers are not by any means the only Greek pu-
blications in America. The same publishers issue a monthly 
Jl 
~! 
;, 
I< 
magazine bearing the names of the newspapers, each namely, "The!: 
li 
Atlantis Monthly Illustrated," and the "National Herald .Monthlyli 
r 
Illustrated." They contain news of scientific and internation-1 
al interest, and are circulating widely in every part of Amer- I 
ica, in Europe, Egypt, and wherever Greeks are found. There I 
are also over ten :papers issued in America, at present, and a11l 
of these serve the same :purpose. A few of these papers are 
shown below with the places where they are issued: I 
I 
:I 
II 
"Angeliophoros" Lowell "Aster" Chicago 
"Thessaloniki" 
" 
"Kreticosn New York 
''Ka themerini n 
" 
"Cypria.kos .Agou" If 
!I 
San Francisco \\ "Acropolis" 
" 
"J?rometheus" 
"California" San Francisco nEstia" Montreal !li 
I 
In addition to these Greek papers issued in America, there :1 
II 
are other Greek papers read by the Greek .Americans, but issued II 
in Greece. A monthly magazine issued in Athens by the Bank of 
1
1 
Athens, under the title "News From Greece", has as its object 
to serve the Greeks outside Greece. This magazine is widely 
read by the Greeks in America. It is a survey of the social 
i 
\ 
lr 
li 
I I. 
II 
and political conditions in Greece, with a summary of decisionsli 
il [I 
and daily procedure of the Greek parliament, and contains the !/ 
II 
I· masterpieces of the best authors in Greece as Nicholaides, 
il 
Pavlos, Niruanas, Moraitines, and others. I, Some of the papers 11 
!I ii from Greece, read in America, are Eleftheros Typos, Embros, 
II 
r==== 
li 
li 
II 
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Athenaica Nea, Vema. 
Due to the Greek ~ublications in general, and because of 
the limited number of years since Greeks left their homeland, 
they have a vivid memory of their birth~lace, and their best 
wish to each other is " KaA.f} 1CU'tp ( oa rr, good return to father- ii 
1: 
land. The news~a~ers :play the leading part in preserving this !i 
spirit, and in including and inducing all Greeks in America to 1! 
help their relati vee in Greece. The yearly remittances to II 
home, exceeded $8,000,000
1 
in 1931. To f'acili tate these remit-\\ 
II 
tances, the two nationally known large banks, that of the Bank 1\ 
of Athens, and the National Bank of Greece, opened branches in 11 
America, and have offices in New York and Chicago. The Bank of 1/ 
II 
Athens has a branch in Boston, too, located at 320 Tremont 
Street. 
1. Atlantis 
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CHAPTER VI 
AMERICANIZATION OF GREEK PEOPLE 
The American Greeks 
In the preceding pages, the Greek life in all its phases, ~~ 
has been concisely described. Comparing the Greek life in / 
II Greece, with that in America, the activities of Greeks in Greece 
with those of Greeks in America, and the business establiSh-
ments of Greeks in both countries, one very easily can see that1 
the Greeks in American soil", are more like the Americans than 1
1
· 
like the Greeks in Greece. They are no longer the villagers of 
Sparta or mountainous Macedonia, but the American-Greek busi-
ness men. They do no longer sing and dance in the streets of 
Lowell as they used to do when they first reached that place; 11 
instead, they attend social balls and organize for themselves, \\ 
similar entertainments. "They tend to become assimilated and i 
naturalized, and are loyal to this government, as a whole. Thei~ 
II 
attitude and adaptability to American civilization is on a par 
with the nationals of other countries, southwestern Europe and 
1 
western Asia." The melting pot of America operated success-
fully in the case o:r Greeks, in moulding their social behavior, j/ 
while preserving some of their inherited good characteristics. I 
The activities of various social clubs as Ahepa, Gapa, andl 
I 
in their attempt to naturalize the Greeks. As to the American II 
born Greeks, there is no question o:r Americanization; as a mat- 1: 
II 
other Greek-American social and political clubs, are numerous 
'""---1. From a letter from Immigration Service in Eoston 
0 
I 
·[ I~ 
1) 
I 
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ter of fact, their parents are afraid of over-Americanization, 
and try to shape their attitude toward life in accord with the 
ideals of Greek classical life. The Greeks born across, "tend. 
to find their social life, like other racial groups, largely 
i, 
among their own race,--they do mingle with Americans, however,i 
1: 
when and where they have the opportunity. They seem to a:ppre- !i 
country and adjust themselves Ji ciate the privileges of this 
1 
quite readily." The main object of Ahepa is to Americanize 
the Greeks, and in their public lectures, the leaders of the 
II 
'I 
I 
I I. club, and especially its president, Mr. Booras, speak of the 
I 
"American Greeks" and Americans of Greek abstraction." They 
definitely made up their mind to stay in America., call her 
their adopted fatherland, and are willing to offer their ser-
vices for her cause. The number of Greeks joining the American 
il 
army during the World War, according to some Greeks, was pro- II 
portionally greater than the number of other nationalities. Ifll 
not the only, probably the most courageous American soldier II 
across who has gained the title of hero, was George Dilboy, an 1
1
1 
Athenian villager. 
Adaptability of Greek People 
,I 
II 
,I 
I! 
Ada:ptabili ty to social condi tiona depends mostly upon the 11 
I' 
This natural apt- I/ 
ness to be moulded, cannot be measured by any yard stick; yet I' 
natural plasticity of the people concerned. 
by certain phenomena, one can distinguish between the people, 
who can readily adjust themselves to social conditions and to I 
I 
the language, and those who cannot. In regard to this point, 
- -1. From a letter from Immigration Service in Boston 
--------·~--------,----------------
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I present realm o~ 11~e. 
1
1 
these people and their natural plasticity, which has to throw I 
1 light on the question o:f their naturalization, the enviro~ent 1, 
) where they live says the last word. The Greeks in large c1ties~ 
I as in Boston, lfew York, Chicago, etc,,, are more intensevely !' 
j Americanized than the Greeks living in small places, where they \1 
I, :! 
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are concentrated in a certain locality of the city. Thus, we 
find the American born children in Peabody and Haverhill, more 
Hellenistic than the children in Greater Boston. They speak 
the Greek language more fluently than the Greek descent chil-
dren in Boston. 
What Greeks Think of Their Future 
A survey of the history of Greek people from 2,000 B.C., 
up to the present day, reveals some startling features of en-
durance, continuity in their national existence, and persis-
tence·in their national religious and linguistic characteris-
1 tics, with some minor changes in accord with general evolution.
1 
They have been, at times, on the top in regard to culture and · 
wealth, end at the bottom, at other times, in regard to misery 
and poverty. They have been, politically speaking, masters of ' 
the greatest portion of Europe and Asia combined, and educators! 
in a still larger area for many centuries; yet, in other times, 
they have been cast aside from civilization under the yoke of 
other crude Empires, as a nation not worthy of living. ~hey 
have been granters of religious and political freedom, have 
fought for the independence of other nations, so as to help 
them exist, while at other times, they themselves, were in needl 
of help for the attainment of their freedom. One thing, how- · 
ever, which has kept the Greek lantern burning continuously, 
has been their sense of national pride, their comparative cul-
tural superiority for many centuries past, and the geographic 
·- --- ------·-------;;---------------------------------------
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and climatic beauty of their country. They fought for these 
three elements, died for them and successfully preserved them. 
With these historic successes, as their background to 
serve as a basis of courage and belief, the Greek people, a few 
of them, think that it is possible to live in America and re-
main Greeks. Thus, once in a while, one may hear a lecturer ~ 
with historical illustrations, prove to the satisfaction of hiJ' 
I 
audience, that they can keep their language, their religion, 
and their Greek tradition in the United States. "The Greek T'leo-~ r 
ple who resisted the invasion of barbarian tribes in Europe, as! 
the Slavs, the Huns; the invasions of semi-barbarious nations I 
as Venicians, Franks, etc., and the invasion of the Turkish Emj 
pire; the Greek people, who after many centuries of bitter sufj 
ferings and pressures, emerged again as heroes from the grave, . 
I! 
will forever keep existing." This statement is sometimes heard: 
1: 
here and there, and the idea is encouraged by American politi- 1 
cians, who, aiming at the Greek votes, induce them to resist. 
But as the years go by, the confidence in the validity of it 
lessening, and another statement, at present more frequently 
heard and better trusted, is as follows: "We, the Americans 
Greek abstraction, must be fond of our ancestors who believed 
in democracy, and must try to show our patriotism to the land 
that feeds us. Since nature fortunately decreed that we come 1 
I to live in this land of liberty, equality, and plenty, it is 1 
your duty, the Greeks, to see that we become good citizens and~ 
contribute to her greatness. America is our adopted fatherland', 
li ,, 
. 
) 
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and all we ought to do is to plant in this land, whatever good 
1 
features have been left to us by our great inheritance." 
Looking at the changing opinion of Greek people in regard 
to this question of naturalization, one can see that the pro-
gress to this natural end is fast. There is even a thought 
going around, in regard to the possibility of introducing the 
English in th~ church, in the half-hour talk. The English ;I II !\ ,, 
language is already used in meetings of over fifty per cent of II 
Juvenile clubs. In the light of' the above, one may say that I/ 
80 out of 100 Greeks in America will not be able to withstand II 
the naturalizing effect of the American environment, and that 
they are going to yield in their resistance to the melting pot i/ 
of America. This is evident in the fact that no American bornll 
Greek student, graduated from the Greek schools, is able to use 
his Greek effectively. Furthermore, a great number of the 
children seem to be in direct conflict with their parents in 
regard to the desire of the parents to have their children 
learn Greek. 
•I 
'il 
What Americans Think of the Greek People 
On this :point, we can do no better than insert a few of 
the remarks of prominent Americans, 
II 
'I I, 
concerning the standing of il 
and advancement; their mo-l! Greeks. "They are fond of learning 
ral tone is excellent; they are temperate and sober, devoted 
II ll 
li 
I 
I 
in their family life; education has their respect and unquali- j 
tied support; and for the most part, honest in their business I 
I 
I 
'' 
II 
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II 
1. Paraphrased Opinion of Greek People 
II 
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relations. They are an extremely democratic people; they make 
no class distinction, and they have little sympathy with any 
for.m of radicalism," states Allessios, in his pamphlet on "The 
Greek Immigrant and His Reading." In the same pamphlet, in 
regard to. their tasteiin reading, the same author is quoted as. 
follows: "Interest in books is very general among Greeks, and·, 
i' 
their choice of reading matter often falls upon more serious li II 
II subjects than may be expected. They read their newspaper as li 
a matter of course, and read it with attention to political atf 
,/ 
fairs first of all, and then with due regard for other topics.~r 
Professor Havice of Northeastern University, commenting r ,I II . 
on the Greeks, stated, "I think of the Greek people as being \l 
idealistic, quiet, peaceful, loyal and ambitious for their in-1/ 
li 
n tellectual development." "They are industrious, hard-working :1 ji I 
and frugal," said the commissioner of Immigration in Boston. li 
In addition to these more or less academic remarks about the I 
,I Greeks, there are the leading politicians who have occasionally 
expressed their opinion, exalting the deeds and the contribu- /I 
'I 
tion of the Greek race. For them, at moments at least, Greeks li 
I! 
are the best patriots, Greece is the mother of democracy, and !J 
America is the proud daughter. They have been encouraging, and 
II in many instances, helping Greeks to get their citizenship. 
II 
Contribution of Greek People to American Life I! !I 
It is very hard to tell the specific contribution of any II 
li 
American civilization, because such a contribution !I !t 
'I 
i: 
i: 
!l 
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is an abstract phenomenon incapable of being measured. The 
contribution of ancient Greeks is too commonly spoken of, and 
therefore, it does not have any place in this thesis. The Am-
erican Greeks, however, as people directly connected with the 
ancient civilization, and as heirs of that wonderful culture, 
are the transferers of those ideals to American civilization. 
( 
If we accept the vanishing family life in America as a check to 
I 
sound civilization, then the Greeks, as observers of family 
traditions, and as people devoted in their family life, serve 
in some measure, as guardians to American family life. Prof-
essor Havice, in regard to the contribution of Greeks, stated; 1 
"It seems to me that the Greek people have directly or indir-
ectly raised the aesthetic and philosophical standards of our 
' country." 
In business, it is believed that the shoeshine parlors and 
the restaurants were developed by Greeks. New methods of pro-
cedure in these two lines of business, from time to time, have 
been introduced. Confectioneries were established and types of' 
candies were introduced by Greeks. The Chimes Brownies, as 
well as many other cakes, are products of Greek people. The 
sponge industry has been developed by the Greeks. The "Murad" 
and "Anargyros" cigarettes, the best of their kind in America, 
were introduced by Greeks. Mally laborers have been working in 
1 
hard jobs, in building projects, and in many other constructive 
business engagements, but these are really too small to be 
1 counted as special contribution of these people alone. 
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In the educational and scientific world, Greeks show en-
ormous progress, and through their earnest desire to educate 
their children, they contribute to the raising of the level of 
culture in America. The Greeks developed these organizations, · 
churches and schools, because they met a social need which the. 
new country has not been able to supply. "For that, they de-
l: 
serve our good will and even our solicitude, for they :rorm a ii 
II 
strong bridge over which hundreds of thousands have travelled JJ 
on their way to citizenship." The purpose of a national Greek !j 
organization can well illustrate the contribution of these peo~ 
jl 
ple to American civilization. It reads as follows: The choi- !/ 
I: 
cest attributes of Hellenism will be joined with the choicest [/ 
,! 
attributes of Americanism, out of which the highest type of ji 
I_! II American citizen will grow. Our goal is to harmonize, foster, 
11 
• !l 
and immortalize the thought, scope and precepts of Hellas, lea..i! 
1 I' der of antiquity, and America, the leader of modern times.n 
1
i 
The number of prominent Greek scientists is not known, but1 
li ! it is be~ieved that there are 15-20 professors in American coli: 
d 
leges. .Among those widely heard, are llr. Phoutrides of Harvar~, 
I' 
deceased some years ago, Dr. Demost of the same University, in\1 
I! 
the Department of Philosophy, Dr. P. Pappas, an expert surgeonil 
in Genito-Urinary, and lecturer in Tufts Medical, and other 
Greek doctors in Cornell University, doing research work in 
(- chest diseases, Mr. Nissires of Dartmouth College and many oth~: 
i! 
era. Mr. Ladas, a lawyer in New York, formerly of Harvard, Mr~· 
Canoutas in the same field, and Polyzoides, the editor of 
======·-- --- -- ·- --
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!j 
11 "Atlantisn, are considered among the well educated people of 
11 Greek abstraction, who certainly contribute to America. Mr. 
II 
jl 
Michael Anagnos of Perkins Institution (see p.49), stands as 
I the ideal of Greek Americans. 
ji 
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Summary 
The modern Greeks are the direct descendants of Ancient 
Greeks, as indicated by their somatic and nationalistic char-
acteristics. The fact that they are of darker complexion than· 
the ancient Greeks is due to dominance of the Mediterranean 
tribes in the making up of the race. The measurements in skull 
and the aptitudes of modern Greeks, according to Professor 
Thumb, show that in spite of the odds, they absorbed foreign 
culture and foreign races. They are of diognistioally Aryan 
or Indo-European stock, and short in statue and brunette in 
complexion, although in Crete, there is a considerable amount 
of tall and blonde population. Their immediate ancestors were 
a mixture of Germanic tribes, and another tribe from Africa, II 
together, forming the so-called Pellasgians. These people in- I\ 
I' 
creased enormously and spread around the coast of Asia Minor \! 
:I 
and the Islands. The Greeks of America, therefore, although 1[ 
! 
from different parts of Asia Minor and Europe, have common an-
castors and common characteristics. 
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are the elements which for many years were a check upon the mi-
gration of Greeks to America. As the economic and social de-
velopment of Greece, however, were very slow, due to the lack 
of natural resources and the mountainous topography of the land, 
the Greeks were obliged to migrate, but like the birds who al- •· 
ways return to their old nests. The causes of migration were 
solely economic. Political and religious liberty was to be :, 
I. 
gained by Greeks, for Greece as a whole, and not for indivi- \ 
duals; therefore, no Greek ever left Greece because of politi- 1 
cal or religious :pressures; he remained at home or went back I 
if he was far from home to fight for the attainment of liberty I 
for Greece. I 
11 
As the rest of the world, and especially America, was de-
veloping more rapidly than Greece, the baclcwa.rdness of Greece 
was felt by the :people of the oountry who started to come to i/ 
II 
this country, aiming always to go back as soon as they could I 
make enough money to live in Greece. They came to this land, \1 
without knowledge of the language and the conventions of the I! 
United States. They were disappointed at first, but after ma- 1 
I 
ny sufferings and hard work, they adjusted themselves to the / 
i 
oondi tions. They liked America and decided to remain in Ameri-;l 
ca for the rest of their lives. Soon after 1890, they began tJJ 
. [I 
1 call for their wives, or to go back and bring wives, because I II 
,I 
for over thirty years, only males migrated to America. In 1890,1, 
I' ,I 
they began to organize themselves into communities, and to form! 
II 
clubs through which they were able to restore the part of social 
I' 
-11 II 
I 
II 
II 
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life of Greece which they were missing in America. There was 
something ideal in their traditional form of living, connected 
with all phases of life, mostly family and religion, which Am- , 
~ 
erica could not provide; so they were gathered in groups to 
take care of their own particular problems. These early set-
tlements of Greeks were along the eastern coast in New York, 
Lowell, and some other cities where factories were located. 
From these locations they soon spread all over the United 
States, as shown in the table on p. 32. 
The early immigrants were of the low class of people, most-1. )1 
jl 
ly from villages, and their number was very small during the 11 
,I 
first 25 years, (see p. 26). .Atter 1890, professional men be- 11 
gan to come to America. They found more difficulties than the jJ 
average Greek, because they could not work in factories, but 
soon, they learned the language and succeeded in their work. 
At present, most of the professional men, whether they were 
born across,. or born here, are educated in American Colleges. 
Most, if not all of these used to work in stores of various 
kinds and in factories while studying; they learned to appre-
eiate knowledge, and as self-made men, are very successful. 
·I /I 
;I 
li 
d 
i! 
!l 
:I 
li 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1
,11 
There are over fourteen doctors and an equal number of lawyers ,, 
in Boston; this number is increasing rapidly. 
/1 
It is believed ~ 
that in every state of America, the ratio of doctors or any 
Greek professional men to the Greek population of that state, 
is equal to the ratiOlJ.of doctors and lawyers in Boston to the 
Greek population of this city. These professional men are 
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Americanized than the average Greeks who work in stores and fac-
tories, and they pay little attention to the Greek communities, 
except for exploiting their votes or to acquire customers. There 
are a few exceptions, however, to this rule. 
The Greeks showed good progress in businesses which do not 
need very large capital and experience, and are for the imme-
diate satisfaction of human wants, such as shoe-shining parlors:, 
' ~~ 
restaurants and fruit stores. In these three lines, they show-1 
ed special capability, and contributed to their development. I 
The first quarter of the present century was a period of orga-
nization for Greek Americans. They were engaged in wholesale 
organizations, until the number of churches and other indepen-
1 
dent associations reached a number estimated to be over 400. 
These organizations have different objects; from a survey of 
their activities, however, one may say that their aim is to 
make better citizens for America, because no matter what the 
particular aim of any one organization is, they all tend to 
help the Greek church and schools, whose aim is the above men-
tioned. These organizations can be classed into four types, j 
)j according to their services. The first class are those organ- ·1 
!! ized for promoting sel:t'-interest. This class includes the com-) 
)! I 
munities and the associations which maintain churches and schools 
the clubs as the Nine Muses, Hellicon and other associations 
which render educational services to their members, and the 
Ahepa and Gapa, whose main object is the Americanization of 
j their members. The second class are organized to take care of II 
·-co-~=~=-o.-oo.=~~-"=~- -==-~=-=-=~--=--~===- _. ·- --·-· ~ 
1. The Ahepa and Gapa, with over 500 ot their branches combined 
are considered as only two national organizations. 
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the poor and needy ~amilies o~ Greek descent. These are the 
organizations of the ladies, and until 1931, they were inde-
~endent clubs. In 1931, the assembly of. representatives of all 
communities in North and South America and Canada, drew up a 
constitution, unifying the organizations under the name "Greek 
Ladies' J?hilo~tohos Society." The president of these organiza-
tions is the Archbishop himself, and they are ruled like mem-
bers of a federation, by a committee in the Archdiocese. The 1: 
committee of each individual organization visits the needy in ~ 
their respective localities, and twice a year, on Christmas li 
I' 
and Easter, gives out bags of goods and money. l· 
II The third class includes the organizations, which in addi-r 
tion to their mutual help in case o:r necessity, help their par-
1
j 
ticular villages or towns in Greece. The members of these as- !i 
sociations come from the same places in Greece, and call their \1 
!I 
clubs with the name of their villages or towns, as. the socie- 11 
I' ties of "Vassara" and "Pan-Cretan, n described previously. There1/ 
are numerous of' these associations in .America, all working in I) 
the same way. The last class of associations are the political!! 
clubs. These are two, called 11 The u.reek American Republican 
i! lj 
li 
Club" and the 11 Greek American Democratic Club." The activi tiesi' 
I' 
I 
'I 
of both of these clubs are similar to those of American poli ti-!: 
cal clubs. The members of these clubs are also members of somal! 
I! other associations. Thus, very often one may find a Greek be-
1
./.·.· 
longing to a half-dozen Greek clubs in addition to some other 
I' 
I' 
:j 
l\ :, American clubs, if he prefers to. A young man me:y belong to 
i' ,, 
.. 
!·.; 
,,.:;.'!!) 
,. 4;.~/· 
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I
ll all the .following clubs; to the Greek Community, the .Ahepa o'r 
~apa, to ureek American or Vemocratic Club, to Vassara, Pan-
!' .I Cretan or some other society, and in addition, to some kind of 
I recreation club, such as dramatic or athletic. 
I The greatest :problem of the Greek people is that of Ameri-
1
1 canization. 
they are not contented with American life, especially in ques-
They like .America and want to be natu:r.-alized, but 
1 tions of family, husband-Yiife and children relations. The ob- i 
ject of all the organizations, if their aims could be condensedji 
to one, would be that of adjusting themselves to the best con- li 
ditions in America, and supplanting their own home ideals in 
'i place of those American conditions, which are considered demor-1 
I 
ali zing the human beings. The Greek publication and es:peciallyrl 
"Atlantis" and "National Herald", the two largest daily papers, 11 
offer valuable services along this line. These two papers and // 
il 
a number of other publications, both in .America and Greece, (r 
serve as connecting links between the Greeks in the two demo- i\ 
oracies. Under the leadership o.f the two largest Greek As so- li 
I! 
oiations, .Ahepa and Ga:pa, annual excursions to Greece are made.i: 
The ties o.f personal relation between the Greeks in both demo-
craoies are strong and correspondence between relatives in 
!I'll 
Greece is regular. . 
The .American born Greeks are 10096 naturalized. due to the jl ~ II 
plasticity of the Greek people, and they are proud to be _ ca.lledlrj 
American Greeks, because they combine the best ideals of the i 
II 
,,, -o~- -Ltw: "~:moc:aci~~_:__ l:a~~ out the le sa desirable traits of both ·I: 
---------···· .... ··~~-~~~-~~=~-~~~~~=·=·~··=~·==~-=~1·· ~-~r. 
?·, )· 
·run m l'?fttiftriMtW., 
l.25 __ __, . t J~t; 
Probably over 75% of the Greeks are aware of the fact that they _;Jf,·' t A ~­
are going to yield to the effect of the "melting potrr some day,: r . ,, 
and they are striving to preserve only the very best Greek 
characteristics that they have, such as family lite, honor, 
sex morality, etc •• Along this line, they have apparently done 
something, because they enjoy the high esteem of prominent Am-
ericans with whom they have come in contact. As has been pre-· 
r 
viously stated, they are considered as ambitious, law abiding ' 
li 
and moral people, who will become good citizens of the future 11 
.America. 
THE END 
,·· 
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